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In 1980, the Bayh-Dole Act 9hliVe~sities and small businesseg"tt'l",right to
own their inventions made with feder1llfunding. Prior to this time,thEj.onlyexisting
statutes required certain agencies to own inventions ari?ing from funded research. This
law was developed with bipartisan support apd the priQQlpal sponsors were Senators
Robert Dole, a Republican from Kansas and~Birch Bay~a Democratfrom Indiana. In a
memorandum" in 1983 and Executive Orderi~5915 iniJ£~§;7, President Reagan applied
this law to large business contractors. •,

.t,
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Universities have been very successful in commercializing their inventions.
Bayh-Dole is generally credited for contributlng to the dramatic increase over the last 20
years in the number of university inventiOri~'~pa!ents, licenses and royalties. According
to figures published by the Association of ,Pi1iVElfsity Technology Managers (AUTM), the
total license revenue for all universities has been over $1 billion for the fiscal years:::1 ,.
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r

1 AB Princeton University, J.D. Georgetown law Center. Member of the Bars of the
District of Columbia and Virginia. .'

2 The views. expressed herein are thbse'~f the au~~prs and-not necessarily of the
Department of Commerce or the U.S. Government. ."

3 Associate at Browdy& Niernark, BSCE University of~lIinois, Champaign-Urbana,
JD, University of Illinois, cMmpaign,Urbanai Member of~~e Bars of the District of

Columbia and Illinois..•. M.•.....r.;.•.'..··..'••...·.....•......•.t.k••,..e...,..Iwas a maior contributor-to the drafting oftheBayh-Dole Act, the 1~· ., . . rnents to that Act, the implementing regulation in 37
CFR Part 401 and theF~d~,cechnology Transfer Act of 1986.

4 Memorandum on;$o~eri1frient Patent Policy, 1983 Pub. Papers 248, 252 (Feb. 18,
1983). cc: f:

5 3 CFR § 220"(1988), reprinted in 15 USC 3710 app. at 1374-75 (1988).
,-- .!"". .....
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Under Bayh-Dole, the Government has certain rights includintJaid-UP llcense"
and march-in rights.7 Although the Government has never" exercised.ma~h-in rights
under this law, there have been several petitions to the Department of Hea~~and ....bA
Human Services (HHS). ~ IX"'..

Page 2]

;I~···I···· ·········~·QnMaroh3t1997iH HSwas·asked·by·CeIiPror- 1nc-to-maroh-in.aqalnetJohne.. ... ...... .....•.. !.~....
Hopkins University and its licensees of three stem cell patents. The matter was
referred to NIH, which funded the research. NIH concluded that march-in proceedings
were not warranted and denied the petition on August 8, 19979

An article by Peter S. Arno and Michael H. Davis'°submits that march-in rights
should be used to combat the high price of drugs invented by universities with federal

6 35 USC 202(c)(4).
7 35 USC 203.
8 Several authors have suggested that the Government will never exercise these

rights. See Bar-Shalom and Cook-Deegan, "Patents and Innovation in Cancer
Therapeutics: Lessons from CeIlPro," 80 The Milbank Quarterly 637, 661 (2002) and
McCabe, "Implications of the CeliPro Determination on Inventions Made with Federal
Assistance: Will the Government Ever Exercise Its March-in Rights?," 27 Public
Contract Law Journal 645 (1998).

9 For a description and analysis of the Cellpro case by two NIH attorneys, see
McGarey and Levey, "Patents, Products, and Public Health: An Analysis of the CeliPro
March-In Petition," 14 Berkeley Tech. L.J. 1095 (1999). There has been some criticism /
of the Cellpro decision. See Bar-Shalorn et al. and McCabe, n.8.

10 Peter Arno and Michael Davis, ''Why Don't We Enforce Existing Drug Price
Controls? The Unrecognized and Unenforced Reasonable Pricing Requirements
Imposed upon Patents Deriving in Whole or in Part frorn Federally Funded Research,"
75 Tulane Law Review 631 (2001).

11 The authors presented similar arguments in an op-ed article in the Washington
Post on March 27, 2002 entitled "Paying Twice for the Same Drugs." This was rebutted
by Birch Bayh and Robert Dole in another op-ed article in the Washington Post on April
11, 2002 "Our Law Helps Patients Get New Drugs Sooner," that

"Bayh-Dole did not intend that government set prices on resulting products. The
law makes no reference to a reasonable price that should be dictated by the
government .... The [Arno and Davis] article also mischaracterizes the rights
retained by the government under Bayh-Dole. The ability of the government to
revoke a license granted under the act is not contingent on the pricing of the
resulting product or tied to the profitability of a company that has commercialized
a product that results in part from government-funded research. The law instructs
the government to revoke such licenses only when the private industry
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funding." On January 29, 2004, James Love and Sean Flynn filed two petitions to HHS
on behalf of Essential Inventions, Inc. relying on this theory. These petitions are still
pending.12 But before examining this claim, we should first consider the history of
march-in rights.

Pagell

,.,~.~,-"-, ··'e'··_.~'.,_ "-""-",' ~- -,-".",~ .'~..'..-""-'-."-

March-in rights existed prior to Bayh-Dole and were described in the Presidential
Memorandum and Statement ofGovernment Patent Policy by Kennedy (1963)13and
Nixon (1971)14. These were implemented in the Federal Procurement Regulations'5
and various agency procurement regulations. In addition, they were mentioned in the
Attorney General's Report in 1947.'6 That Report recommended that "[t]he contractor
(or his assignee) shall be required to offer nonexclusive licenses at a reasonable royalty
to all applicants" if the contractor or assignee does not place the invention in adequate
commercial use within a designated period. ' ?

According to section 1(f) of the Kennedy Memorandum, the Government shall
have the right to require the granting of a nonexclusive royalty-free license to an
applicant if (1) the contractor or grantee who has been permitted to own'" the invention,
its licensee or assignee has not taken effective steps within three years after the patent

collaborator has not successfully commercialized the invention as a product"
12 A public meeting was held at NIH on May 25, 2004 to discuss the petition on the

patents owned by Abbott Laboratories on Norvir, which is useful in the treatment of
AIDS. Statements were made by Mr. Latker, Mr. Love and former Senator Bayh and a
number of other people.

13 28 Fed. Reg. 10,943 (October 12, 1963)
14 36 Fed. Reg. 16,887 (August 16,1971).
15 Section 1-9.107-3(b) ofthe Federal Procurement Regulations, 38 Fed. Reg.

23782 (September 4, 1973) as revised by 40 Fed. Reg. 19814 (May 7,1975).
16 Report and Recommendations of the Attorney General to the President,

"Investigation of Government Patent Practices and Policies" (1947)
17 Recommendation 2(d), Volume 1 of the Attorney General Report, Chapter Four,

page 76.
1. The Memorandum refers to principal or exclusive rights and not ownership

because of the required Government irrevocable paid-up license for Government
purposes throughout the world.

19 As defined in section 4(g), "to the point of practical application" means to
manufacture in the case of a composition or product, to practice in the case of a
process, or to operate in the case of a machine and under such conditions as to
establish that the invention is being worked and that its benefits are reasonably

3
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issues to bring the invention to the point of practical application19 or (2) has made the
invention available for licensing royalty free or on terms that are reasonable in the
circumstances or (3) can show why it should be able to retain ownership for a further
period of time, There was also a march-in right in section 1(g) if the invention is

1,","1 """ 'c,Je@i~e!bfQ~B!JtlIiQJlJ;@~~G,qVemmeJ;lgeg!!laljm)§",gb§§_maY41§A§Q~§§fIJM_tQ=fWfiIJ"" "' 00 I '"'
"healthneeds,oLotheLpublic,purposesstipulatedinJhe,contractorgranL.Howeverpthe ,- -' -",,_ ",,"__,,"•. ,

required licensing could be royalty-free or on terms that are reasonable in the
circumstances. As stated in the fourth paragraph of the Kennedy Memorandum, the
reason for march-in rights was to "guard against failure to practice the invention."

The march-in rights in section 1(f) of the Nixon Memorandum are very similar"° to
those in the Kennedy Memorandum except that the utilization requirement was
expanded to assignees and licensees and the Government could also require the
granting of an exclusive license to a responsible applicant on terms that are reasonable
under the circumstances. The latter change probably arose because of the new ~
emphasis on exclusive licensing by the Government. The health march-in right in
section 1(g) was expanded to refer to safety. It is interesting that the concept of
"reasonable terms" is used in the Presidential Memoranda with respect to licensing and
not to the availability or price of a patented invention arising from federally funded
research."

available to the public."
20 The definition of "to the point of practical application" was unchanged.
21 Similarly, the NIH IPA required in section VI(e) that: "Any license granted ...

under any patent application or patent on a subject invention shall include adequate
safeguards against unreasonable royalty and repressive practices. Royalties shall not,
in any event, be in excess of normal trade practice...." The NSF IPA required in
section VI(e) that "Royalties shall not normally be in excess of accepted trade practice."
The University Patent Policy Ad HoC Subcommittee of the Committee on Government
Patent Policy of the Federal Council of Science and Technology issued a report in 1976
which recommended in section 8 that any agency IPA contain a restriction that royalty
charges be limited to what is reasonable under the circumstances or within the industry
involved.

22 Prior to Bayh-Dole, there was some activity with march-in rights. See Hearings
on S. 1215, Subcommittee on Science, Technology and Space of the Committee on
Commerce, Science, and Transportation, 96th Cong., 1st sess. (1979), p. 366, Dale
Church of DoD responding to Senator Stevenson question: "Has the Department
exercised march-in rights?" "Only once can I recall there was a case where we
exercised march-in rights. It was a case involving two patents held by MIT. There was
a complainant who felt as those the patents were not being utilized. As to one of the
patents, it was found that MIT was using it and was allowed to exclusive title. In the

4
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Prior to Bayh-Dole, there was not much" activity in march-in rights. At most, the v:
focus was on whether a particular invention funded by the Government was being used.

Bayh-Dole

..•..•...• . March-in.rightsunder.Bayh_Dole.are.providedJor.universityandsmall.business...•. .
inventions made with federal funding in 35 USC 203 and for inventions by large
businesses in 35 USC 210(c). The funding agency may take action if the contractor or
grantee or assignee23 has not taken, or is not expected to take within a reasonable
time, effective steps to achieve practical application in a field of use.24 'Practical
application" is defined in 35 USC 201(f) to mean "to manufacture in the case of a
composition or product, to practice in the case of a process or method, or to operate in
the case of a machine or system and in each case, under such conditions as to
establish that the invention is being utilized and that its benefits are to the extent
permitted by law or Government regulations available to the public on reasonable
terms.?" Section 203 not only authorizes the funding agency to require the contractor
or grantee, its assignee or exclusive licensee to grant a license to a responsible
applicant but itself can grant a license if the ordered party refuses to grant a license."

Any decision to exercise march-in is appealable to the Court of Federal Claims

case of the other, we found that MIT was not efficiently using it, and they did provide for
the complainant to use the patent." See also, n.121 of Alstadt, "The 1980 Patent Rights
Statute: A Key to Alternate Energy Sources," 43 University of Pittsburgh Law Review
73,95 (1981) which discusses march-in activity at NIH, NSF and the Air Force and
n.245 of Sidebottom, "Intellectual Property in Federal Government Contracts: The Past,
The Present and One Possible Future," 33 Public Contract Law Journal 63, 95 (2003)
Which refers to two march-ins by the predecessor to the Department of Energy in 1974.

23 It is interesting that § 203 does not mention "licensee" as did the Nixon ~,.

Memorandum and so does not consider the commercialization activities of the .
contractor's licensee.

24 There are three other bases for exercising march-in rights. 35 USC 203(1)(b)-(d).
Two relate to health, safety or public use and so are similar to the Nixon Memorandum
except that they come into play only if the contractor, grantee, assignee or licensee
cannot reasonably alleviate or satisfy such needs. The third basis relates to a breach
of the "domestic manufacturing" requirement in 35 USC 204.

25 This definition differs from the Kennedy and Nixon Memoranda, which say merely
"that its benefits are reasonably accessible to the public."

26 The granting of any license by the Government would be unusual since it is not
the patent owner. If there were royalties, it is assumed that they would belong to the
patentee or exclusive licensee.
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within 60 days. The agency's decision is held in a yance until all appeals are
exhausted, A decision not to exercise rights' n reviewable." The Bayh-Dole
regulation in 37 CFR 401.6 sets forth a ;G;;pleln!ulti-step process although the
agency can terminate the proceedings a~e.26 The regulation allows an agency

j ... I.. ... ... .... ...tQ.initiate.,a,marclbin.prQ.ceedi~~wlheIl.e.ver.it.r.eceilles..informationthaUlbeJielles ti

..·······mightwarranttheexerciseofmarch-inrights)!~~·Sillc;etfu:iregulationprovides.no. .•. ,
criteria for the initiation of a proceeding, an agency appears to have unlimited discretion
on whether or not to initiate one.30 However, before initiating a proceeding, the agency
is required first to notify the contractor and request its comments."

According to the legislative history32 of Bayh-Dole, "[t]he Government may
'march-in' if reasonable efforts are not being made to achieve practical application, for
alleviation of health and safety needs, and in situations when use of the invention is
required by Federal regulations." "'March-in' is intended as a remedy to be invoked by
the Government and a private cause of action is not created in competitors or other ~
outside parties, although it is expected that in most cases complaints from third- parties \ •
will be the basis for the initiation of agency action." •

In H.R. 6933, a companion bill to S. 414 which resulted in Bayh-Dole, there was
a march-in rights provision, section 387, which was similar to 35 USC 203. Under (a)(1)
of the provision, an agency could terminate the contractor's title or exclusive rights or

27 See S. Rep. 96-480, at 34 ('''Marchin' is intended as a remedy to be invoked by
the Government and a private cause of action is not created in competitors or outside
parties, although it is expected that in most cases complaints from third parties will be
the basis for the initiation of agency action.").

26 37 CFR 401.6(j). Thus, one author has concluded that the procedures have a
built-in asymmetry which discourages march-in. See Bar-Shalom et aI., n.8 at 667
("The procedures stipulated in Bayh-Dole also have a built-in asymmetry that
discourages march-ins. If an agency decides not to march-in, the case is over. If it does
decide to march in, the party whose patent is subject to compulsory licensing can
contest the decision, which compels the agency to defend its action against a party with
a strong financial stake.")

29 37 CFR 401.6(b).
30 Failure to enforce a statute is presumptively discretionary and therefore

unreviewable under the Administrative Procedure Act. Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S.
821,837-38 (S.Ct. 1985). However, Arno and Davis, n.10, at 689-90, n.366, suggested
that an argument could be made that the detailed requirements in 35 USC 202 amounts
to the kind of gUidelines that would render the agencies' actions reviewable.

31 !Q.
32 S.Rep. 96-480, 96th Cong, tstsess., pg 33.
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i require the contractor to grant licenses if the contractor has not taken and is not

I
expected to take timely and effective action to achieve practical application in one or
more fields of use. According to the legislative history," this section was "intended to
continue existing practice and the [House Judiciary] Committee intends that agencies

. .". .., , ",.' "'§~B~~I.J~Jl?llg.~jth~~!!).<lryj);;LI1R~l?Yl~PJl~!k<lc&~.~jbqJI!o!'!Jt1UJ9J\!9I£Lg,lt~.!D.mmI'lJ.1!§jI)J!1l'lo... ......c, .. ~""--

0",

111

Y,VVV'-AlthOU9h H.R. 6933 was ultimately replaced by S. 414, the discussion by the
J House Judiciary Committee is considered relevant to 35 USC 203 because of the

'\"'Vii\; similarity in language and that it is included in the legislative history of Bayh-Dole.
Thus, it does not appear that Congress intended that there be any change in the
application of march-in rights by the agencies, which prior to that time focused on the
non-use of federally funded patented inventions as is evident from the previous
discussion of the history under the Presidential Memoranda. If Congress meant to add
a reasonable pricing requirement, it would have set forth one explicitly in the law or at
least described it in the accompanying reports. That a new policy could arise out of
silence would truly be remarkable. Further, one of the stated objectives of Bayh-Dole is
to "protect the public against nonuse or unreasonable use." 35 USC 200. It does not
say "unreasonable prices.""

Recent Petitions by Essential Inventions, Inc.

It may be instructive to apply 35 USC 203(1)(a) to the fact situations in the two
recent petitions by Essential Inventions for HHS to march-in. One petition relates to
Xalatan, a drug for the treatment for glaucoma invented by Columbia University under a
grant from the National Eye Institute and exclusively licensed to Pharmacia
Corporation, now owned by Pfizer (U.S. Patent 4,599,353). The other relates to Norvir,
a drug for the treatment of AIDS invented by Abbott Laboratories under acontract from
the National Institute for Allergy and Infectious Diseases (U.S. Patent 6,232,333).

According to one petition, Pfizer sells Xalatan in the United States for 2-5 times
the price charged in Canada and Europe. The drug is said to cost as much as $65 for a
4-6 week supply although the cost of the active ingredient is less than 1% of the sales
price. By 2000, the sales of Xalatan were over $500 million a year. This is considered
unreasonable in view of the taxpayer support of the research at Columbia University of
over $4 million.

33 House Report No 96-1307, Part 1, House Judiciary Committee, September 9,
1980, Legislative History of PL 96-517, Congressional News 6460, 6474.

34 Arno and Davis, n.10 at 683, argued that "unreasonable use" includes
unreasonable prices.

7
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But, how does this relate to march-in? Clearly, the benefits of this drug are
available to the public in view of the substantial sales. The fact that the price may be
high compared to the manufacturing costs or is less outside of the United States has no

.1-......... ..J ... rli1~;,tIIDf~j2=~~~=1,J=9=Q=~~:},(..lKqU~pJb~I"'=Qc()1\l.mJ)j!1.~LJ!ll'!§I§!t(JJt1§~92RtJ;~<;.!Q.J:).,.h~& ... ••. •.. ....L.. ..
" r: .••.••••••GOmpliedWiththis3.tatl.lte..•because..byliGehsihg:Efiiet.whiGh...is.l.ltiliiihg..the •.•ihvehtiori,.it....•.••••••••.•.

took effective'S steps to achieve practical application. The reference to "reasonable
terms" in the definition of "practical application" in 35 USC 201 (f) relates to the licensing
terms of the contractor and not the price charged by the licensee." In view of the large
amount of sales, the royalty terms are presumed to be reasonable, especially in the
absence of any evidence to the contrary. Licensors generally do not control the price of
the licensed product but if they did, such provisions may violate the antitrust laws.

With Norvir, Abbott Laboratories is the contractor and there is no licensee. In the
absence of a license, there is no issue of reasonable terms as explained above.
However, the petition considers the recent dramatic price increase" as being
"unreasonable" in view of the substantial" funding of the research by NIH. However,
since Norvir is available to the public from Abbott either directly or through other
companies which purchase it from Abbott, there does not appear to be any basis to
conduct a march-in rights proceeding under 35 USC 203(1)(a)39 By manufacturing and
selling Norvir, Abbott took effective steps to achieve practical application, According to
the petition, the sales of Norvir through 2001 is more than $1 billion and may reach $2
billion over the next ten years.

Reasonable Pricing

Arno and Davis maintain that "[t]he requirement for 'practical application' seems
clearly to authorize the federal government to review the prices of drugs developed with
public funding under Bay-Dole terms and to mandate march-in when prices exceed a
reasonable level. "40 The authors further suggest that under Bayh-Dole, the contractor

'5 There is no requirement that practical application must be achieved.
se Under IPAs on which Bayh-Dole was based, universities were required to charge

reasonable royalties. See n.20.
'7 Essential Inventions, Inc. filed a complaint with the Federal Trade Commission on

January 29, 2004 alleging that the 400% increase in price for Norvir on December 2003
violated the antitrust laws.

'8 A witness at the NIH public meeting on May 25,2004 indicated that the funding
was around $3.5 million.

'9 But see 35 USC 203(1)(b), the march-in for health.
40 Arno and Davis, n.1 0 at 651.

8
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may have the burden to show that it charged a reasonable price." This could be made
part of its development or marketing plan."

Page·g]

As we have mentioned previously, there is very little legislative history on
W ..1 . ......00~~Q..Q;jII"j:ights~EQ,clJ;lc9J!JlQgJ;§l~lilllJq,wh.>nil 1<: In hA"<:Arl Slmil"rlv Amn "nrl n""I<:

.... m.... acknowledgeJhere..is.no...ciearJegislative..history.onthemeaning.oi':avaiiabie.tothe~ .... ..... ~ . ····1··
public on reasonable terms,"43 but yet they conclude that "there was never any doubt
that this meant the control of profits, prices and competitive positions."" Support for
this surprlslnq'" conclusion is said to be found in unrelated testimony during the
Bayh-Dole hearings and other Government patent policy bills which did not pass as
supplemented by a number of non-patent regulatory cases to show the phrase ....L

"reasonable terms" may include price. Ir,c#s i.J(p~~

Then after convincing themselves they have made their case, the authors
criticize Bayh-Dole and the Department of Commerce implementing regulation in 37
CFR 401 for leaving the enforcement of reasonable prices up to the aqencies." Finally,
the authors accuse GAO as committing the "fatal error of confusing march-in rights with
simple working requirements."? Of course, all this criticism is misplaced since there is
no evidence that Congress intended there to be a reasonable pricing requirement in
Bayh-Dole.

We submit the interpretation taken by Arno and Davis is inconsistent with the
intent of the Bayh-Dole especially since that law was intended to minimize the costs of
admlnlstration." which would not be the case if agencies were responsible for ensuring
reasonable prices for any patented invention, not just a drug, arising out of federal

41 Id. at 653.
42 There is no requirement in Bayh-Dole for contractors to have such a plan

although there is one for Federal laboratories in 35 USC 209. In 2000, Congressman
Sanders offered an amendment to HHS appropriations bill H.R. 4577 which would apply
the licensing requirements for Federal laboratories to universities. See discussion of
Sanders' amendment in Arno and Davis, n.10 at 635 n.12, 666 and 667 n.227. The
amendment was not adopted.

43 Arno and Davis, n.10 at 649.
44 lQ. at 662.
45 Compare this with the authors' opinion of NIH's "unbelievable" complaints that

price review is beyond its ability notwithstanding the "countless" cases and "host of'
statutes to the contrary. See n.10 at 651-2.

46 Arno and Davis, n.10 at 648-49.
47 Arno and Davis, n.10 at 676, n.273.
48 35 USC 200.

9
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We recognize that the Presidential Memoranda and 35 USC 203 mention
"available on reasonable terms" but one has to understand the context of the term in

'F"=~I ccc=~~~J!J~tllJ!.Ile=£~PJ.e¥i.9j.1$~IllSlg1iQ@JLw.it!;k@sPm;tJ~t.!J.e,,!Jlsl9.~Qf"ma~llii.!lJlmjJ!JeztJ,1Lo...ocl .
..".,.,.,..... " recent.petitlons.to.Hl-Br" that.term.relates.to .. licensing,.J;hus.a...university.licensing~~ ...its ...· .

invention to a drug company which sells the patented product to the public is fulfilling its
responsibility under Bayh-Dole of making the benefits of the invention available to the
public on reasonable terms.

[Norman Latker - march-in article with Latker.d02.wpd

funding.

-- Page 101

Although we disagree with the interpretation of 35 USC 203 by Arno and Davis,
Congress could decide to amend Bayh-Dole to impose a reasonable pricing
requirement. However, we would not recommend such a change because of the
difficulty in determining what is "reasonable.?" Furthermore, that would make any51
patent license granted by a Government contractor or grantee subject to attack, which
would discourage or inhibit the commercialization of Government-funded technoloqy."
At one time, NIH had a reasonable pricing53 requirement in its CRADAs by withdrew it in
1995 after participation in CRADAs by industry had dropped substantially.

Conclusion

49 A university generally is not permitted to assign its invention. See 35 USC
202(c)(7)(A).

50 See testimony by Bernadine Healy, Director of NIH, on Feb. 24, 1993 that NIH is
not equipped, either by its expertise or its legislative mandate, to analyze private sector
product pricing decisions. See Arno and Davis, n.10 at 670, n.245, citing Daily Rep. for
Executives (BNA), No. s (Feb. 25, 1993).

51 Although 35 USC 203 applies only to nonprofit organizations and small business
firms, it was expanded to large businesses by 35 USC 210(c).

52 This could be especially damaging for biotech inventions. See McCabe, n.8 at
645. However, a contrary view is taken by Eberle, "March-In Rights Under the
Bayh-Dole Act: Public Access to Federally Funded Research," 3 Marquette Intellectual
Property Law Review 155 (1999) ("I argue, by contrast, that a march-in under one of
the four circumstances enumerated in the Act would not harm technology transfer."

53 Arno and Davis suggest that march-in rights apply to CRADAs although they are
not funding agreements as defined by Bayh-Dole. See Arno & Davis, n.10 at 645.
However, CRADAs have their own march-in rights provision in 15 USC 3710a(1)(B) and
(C)) although it is more limited than 35 USC 203 and does not refer to "practical
application." The only mention of reasonable terms is with respect to a license to be
granted by the Government in B(i).

10
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It is our opinion that there is no reasonable price requirement under 35 USC
203(1)(a)(1) considering the words of this section, the statutory legislative history and
the prior history and practice of march-in rights. Rather, this provision is to assure that

-" . _.. ...._....Ql±tlactQJ~utiJi:z:e~Qr4:Qmm!m::laJi:z:§,tb.~fym:l~jllveJ11tQIL~J:;IQWg\1eJ;Jb.;;JbgQ§J1Qt . .._....... . _.___ .... _.

·..·._ .•w. ··w .rnean.that.the.price.charqed.for-a... druginvented.with.Governmenlfunding. is.never.a ......
concern to the funding agency. There are other mechanisms to address this concern,
including the health march-in of 35 USC 203(1)(a)(2), the Government license in 35
USC 202(c)(4) and eminent domain in 28 USC 1498(a).55 In addition, NIH asserted
co-inventorship in AZT which contributed to reducing the cost for this important AIDS
drug sold by Burroughs Welcome even though the claim of co-ownership was not
sustained in court."

2nd Draft
6/06/04

54 See Alstadt, n.22 at 81.
55 See McGarey and Levey, n.9 at 1116.
56 See Lacey et aI., "Technology Transfer Laws Governing Federally Funded

Research and Development," 19 Pepp. L.R. 1,2 (1991) and Ackiron, "The Human
Genome Initiative and the Impact of Genetic Testing and Screening Technologies: Note
and Comment: Patents for Critical Pharmaceuticals: The AZT Case,"
17 Am. J. L. and Med. 145 (1991).
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In 1980, the Bayh-Dole Act gave universities and small businesses the right to
own their inventions made with federal funding. Prior to this time, the only existing
statutes required certain agencies to own inventions arising from funded research. This
law was developed with bipartisan support and the principal sponsors were Senators
Robert Dole, a Republican from Kansas and Birch Bayh, a Democrat from Indiana. In a
memorandum' in 1983 and Executive Order 12591 4 in 1987, President Reagan applied
this law to large business contractors.

Universities have been very successful in commercializing their inventions.
Bayh-Dole is generally credited for contributing to the dramatic increase over the last 20
years in the number of university inventions, patents, licenses and royalties.

1 Patent Counsel, Department of Commerce, A.B. Princeton University, J.D.
Georgetown Law Center. Member of the Bars of the District of Columbia and Virginia.
The views expressed herein are those of the authors and not necessarily of the
Department of Commerce or the U.S. Government.

2 Associate at Browdy & Niemark. B.S.C.E. University of Illinois,
Champaign-Urbana, J.D., University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana. Member of the
Bars of the District of Columbia and Illinois. As HEW Patent Counsel, Mr. Latker was a
major contributor to the drafting of the Bayh-Dole Act, and as the Department of
Commerce's Director of Federal Technology, drafted the 1984 amendments to that Act,
the implementing regulation in 37 CFR Part 401 and the Federal Technology Transfer
Act of 1986.

3 Memorandum on Government Patent Policy, 1983 Pub. Papers 248,252 (Feb. 18,
1983).

4 3 CFR § 220 (1988), reprinted in 15 U.s.C. 3710 app. at 1374-75 (1988).
5 35 U.S.C. 202(c)(4).
6 35 U.S.C. 203.
7 Several authors have suggested that the Government will never exercise these

rights. See Bar-Shalom and Cook-Deegan, "Patents and Innovation in Cancer
Therapeutics: Lessons from CeIlPro," 80 The Milbank Quarterly 637,661 (2002) and
McCabe, "Implications of the CellPro Determination on Inventions Made with Federal
Assistance: Will the Government Ever Exercise Its March-in Rights?," 27 Pub. Contr.
L.J. 645 (1998). See also Admiral Rickover, no supporter of the Bayh-Dole Act,

I
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Under Bayh-Dole, the Government has certain rights including a paid-up license"
and march-in riqhts." Although the Government has never7 exercised march-in rights
under this law, there have been several petitions to the Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS).

An article by Peter S. Arno and Michael H. Davis" asserts that march-in rights
should be used to combat the high price of drugs invented by universities with federal

considered that march-in as a safeguard was "largely cosmetic" because in the rare
case of an agency exercising march-in, it would take years of litigation. The University
and Small Business Patent Procedures Act, Hearings before the Senate Committee on
Judiciary, 96th Cong., 1st Sess., 1979, at 160.

5 35 U.S.C. 202(c)(4).
6 35 U.S.C. 203.
8 For a description and analysis of the Cellpro case by two NIH attorneys, see

McGarey and Levey, "Patents, Products, and Public Health: An Analysis of the CeliPro
March-In Petition," 14 Berkeley Tech. L.J. 1095 (1999). There has been some criticism
of the Cellpro decision. See Bar-Shalom et al. and McCabe, n.7 and also Mikhail,
"Hopkins v. CeliPro: An Illustration That Patent Licensing of Fundamental Science Is
Not Always in the Public Interest," 13 Harvard J.L. Tech. 375 (2000).

9 Peter Arno and Michael Davis, "Why Don't We.Enforce Existing Drug Price
Controls? The Unrecognized and Unenforced Reasonable Pricing Requirements
Imposed upon Patents Deriving in Whole or in Part from Federally Funded Research,"
75 Tulane L. Rev. 631 (2001).

10 The authors presented similar arguments in an op-ed article in the Washington
Post on March 27, 2002 entitled "Paying Twice for the Same Drugs." This was rebutted
by Birch Bayh and Robert Dole in another op-ed article in the Washington Post on April
11, 2002 "Our Law Helps Patients Get New Drugs Sooner," that

"Bayh-Dole did not intend that government set prices on resulting products. The
law makes no reference to a reasonable price that should be dictated by the
government .... The [Arno and Davis] article also mischaracterizes the rights
retained by the government under Bayh-Dole. The ability of the government to
revoke a license granted under the act is not contingent on the pricing of the
resulting product or tied to the profitability of a company that has commercialized
a product that results in part from government-funded research. The law instructs
the government to revoke such licenses only when the private industry
collaborator has not successfully commercialized the invention as a product."

i
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funding ' ° On
January 29, 2004, James Love and Sean Flynn filed two petitions to HHS on behalf of
Essential Inventions, Inc. relying on this theory. These petitions are still pending." But
before examining this theory, we should first consider the history of march-in rights.

March-in rights existed prior to Bayh-Dole and were described in the Presidential
Memoranda and Statements of Government Patent Policy by Kennedy (1963)'2 and
Nixon (1971)13. These were implemented in the Federal Procurement Regulations14

and various agency procurement regulations. In addition, they were mentioned in the
Attorney General's Report in 1947.15 That Report recommended that "[t]he contractor
(or his assignee) shall be required to offer nonexclusive licenses at a reasonable royalty
to all applicants" if the contractor or assignee does not place the invention in adequate

10 The authors presented similar arguments in an op-ed article in the Washington
Post on March 27, 2002 entitled "Paying Twice for the Same Drugs." This was rebutted
by Birch Bayh and Robert Dole in another op-ed article in the Washington Post on April
11, 2002 "Our Law Helps Patients Get New Drugs Sooner," that

"Bayh-Dole did not intend that government set prices on resulting products. The
law makes no reference to a reasonable price that should be dictated by the
government .... The [Arno and Davis] article also mischaracterizes the rights
retained by the government under Bayh-Dole. The ability of the government to
revoke a license granted under the act is not contingent on the pricing of the
resulting product or tied to the profitability of a company that has commercialized
a product that results in part from government-funded research. The law instructs
the government to revoke such licenses only when the private industry
collaborator has not successfully commercialized the invention as a product."

11 A public meeting was held at NIH on May 25, 2004 to discuss the petition on the
patents owned by Abbott Laboratories on Norvir, which is useful in the treatment of
AIDS. Statements were made by Mr. Latker, Mr. Love and former Senator Bayh and a
number of other people.

12 28 Fed. Reg. 10,943 (Oct. 12, 1963).
13 36 Fed. Reg. 16,887 (Aug. 26, 1971).
14 Section 1-9.107-3(b) of the Federal Procurement Regulations, 38 Fed. Reg.

23782 (Sept. 4, 1973) as revised by 40 Fed. Reg. 19814 (May 7, 1975). The standard
patent rights clause is now in 37 CFR 401.14 and 48 CFR 52.227-11.

15 Report and Recommendations of the Attorney General to the President,
"Investigation of Government Patent Practices and Policies" (1947).

16 Recommendation 2(d), Volume 1 of the Attorney General Report, Chapter Four,
page 76.

3
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commercial use within a designated period."
According to section 1(f) of the Kennedy Memorandum, the Government shall

have the right to require the granting of a nonexclusive royalty-free license to an
applicant if (1) the contractor or grantee who has been permitted to own" the invention,
its licensee or assignee has not taken effective steps within three"')'~tqrJU!fleJ.JQe"'(:@teiJt.. ..... t ...

_", M ~,.. ' ,,_. ._ '"",;••,_" "~'''''''_ ~ _ •••__• ",'''~' ,m "....':"...-r-: ,,'_.'~.:-e~~.":~,"", :~"':-""'~"~:-:~'::" '~::::::-'".~~'~~:= '" ,',"~~~' ,:'~::":::-"~~~:::::'~"::=:~'-~"':::"-", """"',",",':,',':,',,, '" ,': r
...•..... . j§§lJe§!g!'l[ng!t!.eJnYen!ignJQ!bePQin!Qfp(<!ctic<!Lapplication!8 0r.(2) has ..rnade..the.. .

invention available for licensing royalty free or on terms that are reasonable in the
circumstances or (3) can show Why it should be able to retain ownership for a further
period of time. There was also a march-in right in section 1(g) if the invention is
required for public use by Government regulations or as may be necessary to fulfill
health needs or other public purposes stipulated in the contract or grant. However, the
required licensing could be royalty-free or on terms that are reasonable in the
circumstances. As stated in the fourth paragraph of the Kennedy Memorandum, the
reason for march-in rights was to "guard against failure to practice the invention."

The march-in rights in section 1(f) of the Nixon Memorandum are very similar" to
those in the Kennedy Memorandum except that the working requirement was expanded
to assignees and licensees and the Government could also require the granting of an
exclusive license to a responsible applicant on terms that are reasonable under the
circumstances. The health march-in right in section 1(g) was expanded to refer to
safety. It is interesting that the concept of "reasonable terms" is used in the Presidential
Memoranda with respect to the required licensing and not to the availability or price of a
patented invention arising from federally funded research.

ie Recommendation 2(d), Volume 1 of the Attorney General Report, Chapter Four,
page 76.

17 The Memorandum refers to principal or exclusive rights and not ownership
because of the required Government irrevocable paid-up license for Government
purposes throughout the world.

rs As defined in section 4(g), "to the point of practical application" means to
manufacture in the case of a composition or product, to practice in the case of a
process, or to operate in the case of a machine and under such conditions as to
establish that the invention is being worked and that its benefits are reasonably
available to the public."

is The definition of "to the point of practical application" was unchanged.
20 See Hearings on S. 1215, Subcommittee on Science, Technology and Space of

the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, 96th Cong., 1st Sess.,
1979 at 366, where Dale Church of the Department of Defense responded to Senator
Stevenson's question: "Has the Department exercised march-in rights?" "Only once
can I recall there was a case where we exercised march-in rights. It was a case

4
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Prior to Bayh-Dole, there was little20 activity in march-in rights. At most, the focus
was on whether a particular invention funded by the Government was being used.

Institutional Patent Agreements

Page 51

I

. -,~,~..,~,._,,-~.. .······~ ..... c··..........c·· ······.....··~c··;ooc -:····.....~~=cc ..........·:·c·;c"c·~ ..... c······ .. ·.....c ..........·-.= .......c;cc......•.•........•. , .
TheBayh,Dole.Actrehes.heavily ..on.. lnslitulionaLRatent.Agreements.. (1 PAj.whlch..... .....•.• . .

were used by NIH beginning in 1986 and NSF in 1973 to handle inventions for
universities with an approved patent policy. Under the IPA, the university had the
automatic rights to any invention made with NIH or NSF funds and did not have to
request rights under a deferred determination policy. Bayh-Dole can be considered a
codification" of the IPA, which was authorized for all agencies in 1978. The modellPA
was developed by the University Patent Policy Ad Hoc Subcommittee22 of the
Committee on Government Patent Policy of the Federal Council of Science and
Technology after receiving comments from many agencies and universities. However,
implementation of the IPA was postponed for 120 days at the request of Senator
Gaylord Nelson on March 17, 1978, who held hearings. 23 The IPA regulation became
effective on July 18, 1978.24

involving two patents held by MIT. There was a complainant who felt as those the
patents were not being utilized. As to one of the patents, it was found that MIT was
using it and was allowed to exclusive title. In the case of the other, we found that MIT
was not efficiently using it, and they did provide for the complainant to use the patent."
See also, n.121 of Alstadt, "The 1980 Patent Rights Statute: A Key to Alternate Energy
Sources," 43 U. Pitt. L. Rev. 73, 95 (1981) which discusses march-in activity at NIH,
NSF and the Air Force and n.245 of Sidebottom, "Intellectual Property in Federal
Government Contracts: The Past, The Present and One Possible Future," 33 Pub.
Cont. L.J. 63, 95 (2003) which refers to two march-ins by the predecessor to the
Department of Energy in 1974.

21 There are a number of common elements: (1) restriction against assignment
of inventions except to a patent management organization, (2) limitation on the term of
an exclusive license, which was removed when Bayh-Dole was amended in 1984, (3)
requirement that royalty income must be shared with inventors and the remainder used
for education and research purposes, (4) requirement that any patent application
contain a reference to the federal support which resulted in the invention and (5) a
paid-up license to the Government.

22 Chaired by Norman Latker and included John Raubitschek as a member.
23 Hearings before the Subcommittee on Monopoly and Anticompetitive

Activities of the Senate Select Committee on Small Business, 951h Cong., 2" Sess.,
1978, at 4.

24 Hearings, n.23 at 1014.
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During the Nelson hearings, march-in rights were discussed.
In particular, Donald R. Dunner, 1" Vice President of the American Patent Law
Association, indicated that:

Pag"€!l

~ ~~.~.~ntll1uch11<;l~~been.~aidatJ()ut marc::h~n rig~I1!~",,=,IJJ~=R9jgl!l<1§AEl~i:l1l~~i:lQJ!!<l.t~ .~ ~.~~ ...
m<l.rGhi.i.tLti9ht$.. h.a\!'13~b1313[)aVailabl13JQtJOyeats,.ahd]heY.haVe.heVel".beell... ......• .
used; ergo, they are a failure. We submit that is not the case. There is no
evidence to indicate that march-in rights should have been used in a specific
situation and were not used. In fact, we submit the high probability is quite the
contrary. Where an invention is significant, we submit that the marketplace will
take care of the situation. Competitors who want to use a given piece of
technology follow a standard routine procedure. They first determine whether
there is any patent cover on the development, and then they evaluate the patent
cover. If they feel they want to get into the field, they will try to get a license. If
they cannot get a license in a Government-owned situation, they will go to the
Government agency involved, and they will say, 'I cannot get a license.' They
will point to the conditions which the IPA specify as to when march-in rights
should be applied; they will provide the information necessary for that evaluation
to be made, and we submit in any given situation where march-in should be
applied, they will be applied."25

It is of interest that the modellPA contained a requirement that the royalties "be
limited to what is reasonable under the circumstances or within the industry involved."2.
Thus, the focus of reasonable terms was on the licensing by the universities and not the
price of the licensed product. Further, this was done under a specific clause and not as
part of march-in.

The Bayh-Dole Act

March-in rights under Bayh-Dole are provided for university and small business
inventions made with federal funding in 35 U.S.C. 203 and for inventions by large

25 ld. at 577.
26 See 3.E. of the change to 41 CFR 101-1.4 contained in the Hearings n.23 at

1916. See also IX(c) of the IPA "Royalties shall not normally be in excess of accepted
trade practice. Id. at 1926. Similarly, the NIH IPA required in section VI(e) that: "Any
license granted ... under any patent application or patent on a subject invention shall
include adequate safeguards against unreasonable royalty and repressive practices.
Royalties shall not, in any event, be in excess of normal trade practice...." The NSF
IPA required in section VI(e) that "Royalties shall not normally be in excess of accepted
trade practice."

6
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businesses in35 U.S.C. 210(c). The funding agency may take action if the contractor
or grantee or assiqnee" has not taken, or is not expected to take within a reasonable
time, effective steps to achieve practical application in a field of use.2• "Practical
application" is defined in 35 U.S.C. 201(f) to mean "to manufacture in the case of a
composition orproduct, to practice in the case ofaprocess ormetho_d,_QJJ~LoJl~Lalei\1.. '. .c'=

.....• Jfi.~.f.~~iii:Ofi m~(;fiir-iiii ..oi-.~y~tEl.roan(:( fn.e.~.ci6.cia~El, ..uOagi:'suci:icoOd·iiionsasto..:..=.....·' ...··....··..r·.· ~
esiabljsllthatillejn~enii;n is being utilized and that its benefits are to the extent
permitted by law or Government regulations available to the public on reasonable
terms. "29 Section 203 not only authorizes the funding agency to require the contractor
or grantee, its assignee or exclusive licensee to grant a license to a responsible
applicant but itself can grant a license if the ordered party refuses to grant a license."

Any decision to exercise march-in is appealable to the Court of Federal Claims
within 60 days. The agency's decision is held in abeyance until all appeals are
exhausted, A decision not to exercise rights is not reviewable." The Bayh-Dole
regulation in 37 CFR 401.6 sets forth a complex multi-step process although the
agency can terminate the proceedings at any time. 32 The regulation allows an agency
to initiate a march-in proceeding "[wjhenever it receives information that it believes

27 It is interesting that § 203 does not mention "licensee" as did the Nixon
Memorandum and so does not directly consider the commercialization activities of the
contractor's licensee.

28 There are three other bases for exercising march-in rights. 35 U.S.C.
203(1)(b)-(d). Two relate to health, safety or public use and so are similar to the Nixon
Memorandum except that they come into play only if the contractor, grantee, assignee
or licensee cannot reasonably alleviate or satisfy such needs. The third basis relates to
a breach of the "domestic manufacturing" requirement in 35 U.S.C. 204.

29 This definition differs from the one in Kennedy and Nixon Memoranda, which say
merely "that its benefits are reasonably accessible to the public."

3D The granting of any license by the Government would be unusual since it is not
the patent owner. If there were royalties, it is assumed that they would belong to the
patentee or exclusive licensee.

31 See S.Rep. 96-480, 96th Cong, 1st Sess., 1979 at 34.
32 37 CFR 401.60). Thus, one author has concluded that the procedures have a

built-in asymmetry which discourages march-in. See Bar-Shalom et aI., n.7 at 667
("The procedures stipulated in Bayh-Dole also have a built-in asymmetry that
discourages march-ins. If an agency decides not to march-in, the case is over. If it does
decide to march in, the party whose patent is subject to compulsory licensing can
contest the decision, which compels the agency to defend its action against a party with
a strong financial stake.")

33 37 CFR 401.6(b).

7
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might warrant the exercise of march-in rights."33 Since the regulation provides no
criteria for the initiation of a proceeding, an agency appears to have unlimited discretion
on Whether or not to initiate one." However, before initiating a proceeding, the agency
is required first to notify the contractor and request its comments."

.............•........•.6G(:O(dingJoJheJegiSIi1HiZ~i:iI~tp.iY36qtBaYh~OQie:;;it)I)~GQv-ei-i:lmeolmaY: .
'march-in' if reasonable efforts are not being made to achieve practical application, for
alleviation of health and safety needs, and in situations when use of the invention is
required by Federal regulations." "'March-in' is intended as a remedy to be invoked by
the Government and a private cause of action is not created in competitors or other
outside parties, although it is expected that in most cases complaints from third- parties
will be the basis for the initiation of agency action."

In H.R. 6933, a companion bill to S. 414 which resulted in Bayh-Oole, there was
a march-in rights provision, section 387, which was similar in part to 35 U.S.C.
203(1)(a). Under 387(a)(1) of the provision, an agency could terminate the contractor's
title or exclusiverights or require the contractor to grant licenses if the contractor has
not taken and is not expected to take timely and effective action to achieve practical
application in one or more fields of use. According to the legislative history," this
section was "intended to continue existing practice and the [House Judiciary)
Committee intends that agencies continue to use the march-in provisions in a restrained
and judicious manner as in the past."

Although H.R. 6933 was ultimately replaced by S. 414, the discussion by the
House Judiciary Committee is considered relevant to 35 U.S.C. 203 because of the
similarity in language and that it is included in the legislative history of Bayh-Oole.
Thus, it does not appear that Congress intended that there be any change in the
application of march-in rights by the agencies, which prior to that time focused on the
non-utilization or non-working of federally funded patented inventions as is evident from
the previous discussion of the history under the Presidential Memoranda.

33 37 CFR 401.6(b).
34 Failure to enforce a statute is presumptively discretionary and therefore

unreviewable under the Administrative Procedure Act. Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S.
821,837-38 (S.Ct.1985). However, Arno and Davis, n.10, at 689-90, n.366, suggested
that an argument could be made that the detailed requirements in 35 U.S.C. 202
amounts to the kind of guidelines that would render the agencies' actions reviewable.

35 Id.
3. S.Rep. 96-480, n.31, at 33-34.
37 House Report No. 96-1307, Part 1, House Judiciary Committee, Sept. 9,1980,

Legislative History of PL 96-517, reprinted in 1980 U.S.C.CAN. 6460, 6474.
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Recent Petitions by Essential Inventions, Inc.

According to the petition, Pfizer sells Xalatan in the United States for 2-5 times
the price charged in Canada and Europe. The drug is said to cost as much as $65 for a
4-6 week supply although the cost of the active ingredient is less than 1% of the sales
price. By 2000, the sales of Xalatan were over $500 million a year. The petition
considered this unreasonable in view of the taxpayer support of the research at
Columbia University of over $4 million.

"Reasonable Terms" Relate to Licensing

A review of the statute will make it clear that price charged by a licensee has no
direct relevance. As set forth in 35 U.S.C. 203(a)(1), the agency may initiate a
proceeding if it determines that the CONTRACTOR or assiqnee'" has not taken, or is,
not expected to take within a reasonable time, effective steps to achieve practical
application of an invention made under the contract. Thus, a contractor does not have
to achieve practical application, only take effective steps.

If a contractor is not engaging in any commercial activity, an agency would need
to inquire as to what steps the contractor is planning on taking to commercialize in a

38 It is of interest that Arno and Davis mentioned this drug as one where there
should have been price controls. See n.10 at 689. An extensive history of this drug is
provided by Garth and Stolberg, "Drug Makers Reap Profits on Tax-Backed Research,"
N.Y. Times, April 23, 2000, at A1. According to this article, when the patent application
was filed in 1982, no drug company in the United States was interested in a license.
because of its unusual approach to treating glaucoma. Id. at A20.

39 Under 35 U.S.C. 202(c)(7), a university is not permitted to assign its
invention without the approval of the agency except to a patent management
organization.

40 Under both Presidential Memoranda, the time period was three years from

9
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reasonable lime. Since this involves future action and an undefined time period," it is
not clear how an agency should evaluate this." On the other hand, if the contractor
has licensed a company to make, use and sell the invention, such a contractor may be
considered as having taken effective steps even if no sales of the invention have yet to
occur if the licensee is.practicinQ or using the invention: The:f<lct thaLt'lt;ls!~ijI!!\i,QJ;JJ2I: : .'M

a-, ..•.•.••..\. .••••...•.... ·="pr~.9tiC:·<lripfjlig<l~QIl~§i!§Qr§ggir§~1b1;tttb:~!?§rigf[I1LO(t[)gJnvention must.be..'.:available .
to the public on reasonable terms" applies only to the licensing, which is what the
university contractor is doing.42 Further, in any license agreement, the price ofthe
licensed product is left up to the discretion of the licensee" and if the license were to
specify a minimum sales price, this may constitute a violation of the antitrust laws. The
typical license has a due diligence clause so that if the licensee is not performing
adequately the commercialization, the university can terminate the license and seek
other licensees.

"I.'

With Norvir, Abbott Laboratories is the contractor and there is no licensee. In the
absence of any license, there is no issue of "reasonable terms" as explained above
notwithstanding the recent dramatic price increase" and the substantlal" funding of the
research by NIH. Further, since Norvir is available to the public from Abbott either
directly or through other companies which can purchase it from Abbott, there does not
appear to be any basis to conduct a march-in rights proceeding under 35 U.S.C.
203(1)(a)46 By manufacturing and selling Norvir, Abbott has taken effective steps to
achieve practical application. According to the petition, the sales of Norvir through
2001 is more than $1 billion and may reach $2 billion over the next ten years.

the date patent issues.
41 A mere statement that a patent is available for licensing may not be

sufficient
42 We note that NIH handled this a little differently in the CeliPro march-in case

where NIH concluded that practical application had been achieved because the
licensee was manufacturing, practicing and operating the licensed product, See
McGarey and Levey, n.8 at 1101. Of course, in view of the substantial sales of Xalatan,
the benefits of this invention would have been reasonably available to the public under
this approach. \

43 Under IPAs on which Bayh-Dole was based, universities were required to charge
reasonable royalties. See n.26.

44 Essential Inventions, Inc. filed a complaint with the Federal Trade Commission on
January 29, 2004 alleging that the 400% increase in price for Norvir on December 2003
violated the antitrust laws.

45 A witness at the NIH public meeting on May 25, 2004 indicated that the funding
was around $3.5 million.

46 But see 35 U.S.C. 203(1)(b), the march-in for health.

10
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Reasonable Pricing

Page 11]

I

Arno and Davis maintain that "[tJhe requirement for 'practical application' seems
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reasonable level. "47 The authors further suggest that under Bayh-Dole, the contractor
may have the burden to show that it charged a reasonable price." This could be made
part of its development or marketing plan."

As we have mentioned previously, there is very little legislative history on
march-in rights and nothing relating to when it is to be used. Similarly, Arno and Davis
acknowledge there is no clear. legislative history on the meaning of "available to the
public on reasonable terms, "so but yet they conclude that "there was never any doubt
that this meant the control of profits, prices and competitive positions. "51

Support for this surprisinq'" conclusion is said to be found in unrelated testimony
during the Bayh-Dole hearings and other Government patent policy bills which did not
pass as supplemented by a number of non-patent regulatory cases to show the phrase
"reasonable terms" means "reasonable prices." Even if "reasonable terms" are
interpreted to include price, that does not necessarily mean that patented drugs funded
the Government must be sold on reasonable prices.

If Congress meant to add a reasonable pricing requirement, it would have set
forth one explicitly in the law or at least described it in the accompanying reports. That
a new policy could arise out of silence would truly be remarkable. There was no
discussion of the shift from the "practical application" language in the Presidential

47 Arno and Davis, n.9 at 651.
48 Id. at 653.
49 There is no requirement in Bayh-Dole for contractors to have such a plan

although there is one for Federal laboratories in 35 U.S.C. 209. In 2000, Congressman
Sanders offered an amendment to HHS appropriations bill H.R. 4577 which would apply
the licensing requirements for Federal laboratories to universities. See discussion of
Sanders' amendment in Arno and Davis, n.9 at 635 n.12, 666 and 667 n.227. The
amendment was not adopted.

50 Arno and Davis, n.9 at 649.
51 Id. at 662.
52 Compare this with the authors' opinion of NIH's "unbelievable" complaints that

price review is beyond its ability notwithstanding the "countless" cases and "host of'
statutes to the contrary. See n.10 at 651-2.
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Memoranda and benefits being reasonably available to the public to benefits being
available on reasonable terms in 35 U.S.C. 203.

Onthe other hand, there was much debate durinl;l the Bayh-Dole hearings on
...w5~tl:l~rJh~r~§b9l!Jc:t~~9:r~~9l!Rm~.ntPrQlli$iQntQ.~i:lqI§:Slianiifrid"faJ1prQ.fiis.iilat:a-

university may make out of research funded by the Governrnent.P There was a
recoupment provision in S. 414 as passed by the Senate passed but it did not become
law. 54 Further, the limitation on the length of an exclusive license term in Bayh-Dole
until 1984 meant that other companies would have access to the patented technology
after 5 years from first commercial sale or 8 years from date of license.

Then after convincing themselves they have made their case, the authors
criticize Bayh-Dole and the Department of Commerce implementing regulation in 37
CFR Part 401 for leaving the enforcement of reasonable prices up to the aqencies."
Finally, the authors accuse GAO as committing the "fatal error of confusing march-in
rights with simple working requirements.?" Of course, all this criticism is misplaced
since there is no evidence that Congress intended there to be a reasonable pricing
requirement in Bayh-Dole.

We submit the interpretation taken by Arno and Davis is inconsistent with the
intent of the Bayh-Dole especially since that law was intended to promote the utilization
of federally funded inventions and to minimize the costs of administering the technology
transfer pollcles." As pointed out by Justice Brennan, "a thing may be within the letter
of the law but not within the purpose of the law. "58 On the other hand, this would not be
the case if agencies were responsible for ensuring reasonable prices for any patented
invention, not just a drug, arising out of federal funding. Further, one of the stated

53 S.Rep. 96-480, n.31, at 25-6.
54 Section 204 Return of Government Investment.

55 Arno and Davis, n.9 at 648-49.
56 Arno and Davis, n.9 at 676, n.273.
57 35 U.S.C. 200.

58 United Steelworkers of America v. Weber, 443 U.S. 193, 197 (1979), citing
Holy Trinilv Church v. United States, 143 U.S. 457, 459 (1892) and discussed in
Aldisert, "The Brennan Legacy: The Art of Judging," 32 Loyola L.A. L. Rev. 673, 682-83
(1999).

59 Thus, an agency may march-in for other than non-use of an invention. See S.
Rep. 96-480, n.31 at 30 ("The agencies will have the power to exercise march-in rights
to insure that no adverse affects result from retention of rights by these contractors. ")

12
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objectives of Bayh-Dole is to "protect the public against nonuse or unreasonable" use."
35 U.S.C. 200. It does not say "unreasonable prices."60

We recognize that 35 U.s.C. 203 mention "available on reasonable terms" but
one has to understand the contextofthe term inthe statute. As previously me_o!i.(to_eJ;j ... !

.v,.ilfjf~§p~I::t]QJt1~6j§IQjy~Qlm1'lIgb:I!JiOg1t1gtwp~r~g§rit ...p~tltiQiiit08tlsjhatJe(m~ ..:".- -"
relates to licensing. Thus, a university licensing its invention to a drug company which
sells the patented product to the public is fulfilling its responsibility under Bayh-Dole of
making the benefits of the invention available to the public on reasonable terms.

Although we disagree with the interpretation of 35 U.S.C. 203 by Arno and
Davis, Congress could decide to amend Bayh-Dole to impose a reasonable pricing
requirement. However, we would not recommend such a change because of the
difficulty in determining what is "reasonable.'?' Furthermore, that would make any62
patent license granted by a Government contractor or grantee subject to attack, which

As Dr. Ancker-Johnson, former Assistant Secretary of Commerce, explained that
march-in rights is to correct "should something go wrong" and if there is "any remote
possibility of abuse." The University and Small Business Patent Procedures Act,
Hearings before the Senate Committee on Judiciary, 96th Cong., 1st Sess., 1979, at
153-54. Unfortunately, no guidance was given on how to determine what is an abuse
and this may refer to the other march-ins in 35 U.S.C. 203(a)(2)-(4). On the other hand,
there may be a situation where a contractor is using an invention for itself but not
making the benefits of the invention available to the public at all or on reasonable
terms, which could include price. This might be a basis for march-in as mentioned by
David Halperin on page 6 of his May 2001 paper entitled "The Bayh-Dole Act and
March-in Rights," available at
http://www.essentialinventions.org/legal/norvir/halperinmarchin2001.pdf although we
disagree with the "reasonable pricing" arguments he adopted from Arno and Davis.

60 Arno and Davis, n.9 at 683, argued that "unreasonable use" includes
unreasonable prices.

61 See testimony by Bernadine Healy on Feb. 24, 1993 that NIH is not equipped,
either by its expertise or its legislative mandate, to analyze private sector product
pricing decisions. See Arno and Davis, n.9 at 670, n.245, citing Daily Rep. for
Executives (BNA), No.9 (Feb. 25, 1993). Such a deterrnination would be further
complicated by when it is done because of the long time and money it takes to get to
get a drug to market.

62 Although 35 U.S.C. 203 applies only to nonprofit organizations and small
business firms, it was expanded to large businesses by 35 U.S.C. 210(c).

63 This could be especially damaging for biotech inventions. See McCabe, n.7
at 645. However, a contrary view is taken by Eberle, "March-In Rights Under the
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Conclusion

It is our opinion that there is no reasonable price requirement under 35 U.S.C.
203(1)(a)(1) considering the words of this section, the legislative history and the prior
history and practice of march-in rights. Rather, this provision is to assure that
contractor utilizes or commercializes the funded lnventlon." However, that does not
mean that the price charged for a drug invented with Government funding is never a
concern to the funding agency. There are other mechanisms to address this concern,

Bayh-Dole Act: Public Access to Federally Funded Research," 3 Marq.lntell.PropLRev.
155 (1999) ("I argue, by contrast, that a march-in under one of the four circumstances
enumerated in the Act would not harm technology transfer.").

64 Hearing before the Subcommittee on Regulation, Business Opportunities,
and Energy of House Committee on Small Business, 102nd Cong., 1st Sess., 1991 at
9. When Congressman Wyden asked about objections to this policy at NIH, Dr.
Bernadine Healy, the Director, explained that "we are not interested in price setting, but
we are interested in using our leverage." Hearing, id. at 22. She repeated later that
NIH should not be involved in price setting. Hearing before Subcommittee on
Regulation, Business Opportunities, and Technology of House Committee on Small
Business, 103rd Cong., 1st Sess., 1993 at 16.

65 Arno and Davis suggest that march-in rights apply to CRADAs although they
are not funding agreements as defined by Bayh-Dole. See n.9 at 645. However,
CRADAs have their own march-in rights provision in 15 U.S.C. 3710a(b)(1)(B) and (C))
although it is more limited than 35 U.S.C. 203 and does not refer to "practical
application." The only mention of reasonable terms is with respect to a license to be
granted by the Government in 3710a(b)(1)B(i). Similarly, there is a march-in like right in
the licensing of a Government-owned invention provided in 35 U.S.C. 209(f)(2) and (4)
under which the Government may terminate the license.

66 See C.6 of the NIH Response to the Conference Report Request in the FY
2001 DHHS Appropriation for a Plan to Ensure Taxpayers' Interests are Protected
(July 2001), available online at http://www.nih.gov/news/070101wyden.htm.

67 See Alstadt, n.20 at 81.
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including the health march-in of 35 U.S.C. 203(1)(a)(2), the Government license in 35
U.S.C. 202(c)(4) and eminent domain in 28 U.S.C. 1498(a)68 In addition, NIH asserted
co-inventorship in AZT which contributed to reducing the cost for this important AIDS
drug sold by Burroughs Wellcome even though the claim of co-ownership was not
sustained in court,8. Finally, discriminatory pricing of druQs, whether ornot invented.. " .~~

·••·.""...~Ifbg:QY§r!'1mg!'1Ifyng§,=mgy"f~II.,~"imj6Iii§="r§~PQ"ii§[fiIl1KQfJtig.E§d§"r~I:tiid:§: .. ""••.•. ==::=:".~ ..•.~
Commission.

6th Draft
6/24/04

)

68 See McGarey and Levey, n.8 at 1113-15.
69 See Lacey et aI., "Technology Transfer Laws Governing Federally Funded

Research and Development,"19 Pepp.L.Rev. 1,2 (1991) and Ackiron, "The Human
Genome Initiative and the Impact of Genetic Testing and Screening Technologies: Note
and Comment: Patents for Critical Pharmaceuticals: The AZT Case,"
17 Am.J.L. and Med. 145 (1991). Dr. Healy explained that the licensing of AZT by NIH
was to lower Burroughs-Wellcome's price, which wentfrom $8-10,000 to $2,000.
Hearing before the Subcommittee on Regulation, Business Opportunities, and Energy
of House Committee on Small Business, 102nd Cong., 1st Sess., 1991 at 23.
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From:
To:
Date:
SUbject:

Carole and Norman Latker <Latkerc@bellatlantic.net>
<njl@browdyneimark.com>
4/21/04 11:29AM
[Fwd: RE: Latest round on Bayh-Dole]

.;--J

------- Original Message --------

.......0 §1J!?j.l1£\~~'-c.9lEl.§.tIPrldJ;l~=9_Q~!l~~b;;~9JJl.... ... m.. ...0 ..0 ..... .......0 . ..• ..0 _.0.00_

.O$te:Jue,.20,!\.pr..20Q4J!'l:02:111."04QO.
From: "Adler, Reid" <Reid.Adler@venterscience.org>
To: <jallen@nttc.edu>, <armbrecht@iriinc.org>,
<alfred.berkeley@cos.com>, <Louis_Berneman@nttc.edu>,
<hwbremer@warf.org>, <RLD1@msn.com>, <kofaley@venable.com>,
<henry. fradkin@comcast.net>, <Larry_Gilbert@nttc.edu>,
<randolph.j.guschl@usa.dupont.com>, <P_Harsche@fccc.edu>,
<whendee@mcw.edu>, <jhill@mcw.edu>, <Iatkerc@bellatlantic.net>,
<chris.mckinney@vanderbilt.edu>, <jmuir@ufl.edu>, <lita@mit.edu>,
<laura.nixon@morganstanley.com>, <kph illips@cogr.edu>,
<Ioripressman@mediaone.net>, <preston@mit.edu>,
<JaLRappaport@nttc.edu>, <robinlr@umich.edu>,
<niels@leland.stanford.edu>, <BAReres@venable.com>,
<rriddell@promaxrealtors.com>, <jas@purdue.edu>, <Larry_Udell@nttc.edu>,
<John_Weete@nttc.edu>, <Deborah_Wince-Smith@nttc.edu>,
<rich.wolf@caltech.edu>, <smsheehan@mail.wvu.edu>

As another historical footnote, I had the same discussion with Prof.
Davis back in 1989-1990 when NIH was developing its technology transfer
policies to implement the FTTA. At that time, Joe Allen, Deborah
Wince-Smith and Lita Nelson were also in that loop. Health and energy
permitting, we should probably look forward to having the same
discussion in 2020!

Reid A.

From: jallen@nttc.edu [mailto:jallen@nttc.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2004 12:20 PM
To: Adler, Reid; armbrecht@iriinc.org; alfred.berkeley@cos.com;
Louis_Berneman@nttc.edu; hWbremer@warf.org; RLD1@msn.com;
kofaley@venable.com; henry.frad kin@comcast.net; Larry_Gilbert@nttc.edu;
randolph.j.guschl@usa.dupont.com; P_Harsche@fccc.edu; whendee@mcw.edu;
jhiII@mcw.edu; latkerc@bellatlantic.net; chris. mckinney@vanderbilt.edu;
jmuir@ufl.edu; Iita@mit.edu; laura. nixon@morganstanley.com;
kphillips@cogr.edu; loripressman@mediaone.net; preston@mit.edu;
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Jay-Rappaport@nttc.edu; robinlr@umich.edu; niels@leland.stanford.edu;
BAReres@venable.com; rriddell@promaxrealtors.com; jas@purdue.edu;
Larry_Udell@nttc.edu; John_Weete@nttc.edu; Deborah_Wince-Smith@nttc.edu;
rich.wolf@caltech.edu; smsheehan@mail.wvu.edu
Subject: Latest round on Bayh-Dole

Thought you might be interested in my recent e-mail exchange with Prof.
Davis. co-author with Prof. Arno of a Washington Post op-ed piece in
2001 "Paying Twice for the Same Drug," alleging that NIH is remiss in
enforcing Bayh-Dole with regard to march-in rights on resulting drug
prices. This is the philosophical underpinning of the recent petition to
NIH. I quoted Senators Bayh and Dole's subsequent rebuttal that Davis
and Arno misinterpreted the law in my recent letter to NIH.

----- Forwarded by Joe Allen/NTTC on 04/20/2004 11:57 AM -----

Joe Allen/NTTC

04/20/2004 11:54 AM

To

"Michael H. Davis" <michael.davis@law.csuohio.edu>

cc

Subject

Re: [Fwd: [lp-health] Nat'l Tech Transfer Ctr on March-in]Link
<Notes://852565E1 0051 BOC4/DABA975B9FB113EB852564B5001283EA1BAAF80607A44A4F785256E7
B005E74C3>

Thanks for your e-mail. When the Bayh-Dole Act states that "the
invention is being utilized and that its benefits are to the extent
permitted by law or Government requlations available to the public on
reasonable terms," as Senators Bayh and Dole wrote in reply to your
article in the Washington Post several years ago, it was not their
intent that this phrase would include the ability of the Government to
oversee prices of resulting products.
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While drug pricing is a serious issue, attempting to read into the law
an intent missing in the words of the statute and the accompanying
legislative history, would be a mistake.

"Michael H. Davis" <michael.davis@law.csuohio.edu>

To

jallen@nttc.edu

cc

Subject

[Fwd: [Ip-health] Nat'l Tech Transfer Ctr on March-in]

Dear Mr. Allen:

I found your statement puzzlilng. Can you tell me whether or not the
Bayh-Dole Act does mandate that Bayh-Dole inventions must be offered to
the public "on reasonable terms?"

M. Davis

-------- Original Message -------

Subject:

[Ip-health] Nat'l Tech Transfer Ctr on March-in

Date:

Mon, 19 Apr 200412:27:39 -0400

From:

Sean Flynn <sean.flynn@cptech.org> <mailto:sean.flynn@cptech.org>

Organization:
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http://www.cptech.org <http://www.cptech.org/>

To:

ip-health@lists.essential.org <mailto: ip-health@lists.essential.org>

March 31, 2004

Dr. Mark Rohrbaugh
Director of the Office of Technology Transfer
Office of Intramural Research
National Institutes of Health
6011 Executive Boulevard, Suite 325
Rockville, Maryland 20852

Dear Dr. Rohrbaugh:

I recently became aware of a petition addressed to you by Mr. James
Love, President of Essential Inventions, Inc. requesting that the
National Institutes of Health exercise the march-in rights provision of
the Bayh-Dole Act to lower the price of several drugs developed from NIH
extramural research.

While the subject of delivering affordable health care is certainly a
serious issue, the provisions of the Bayh-Dole Act do not provide for
governmental actions such as those requested by Essential Inventions.
Indeed, such actions were never contemplated by the Congress and are not
reflected in the legislative history of the law.

The interpretation of the intent of Congress in passing this landmark
legislation reflected in Mr. Love's petition is, therefore, entirely
fanciful.

While serving former Senator Birch Bayh on the Senate Judiciary
Committee, I staffed the hearings and wrote the report of the Senate
judiciary Committee on the bill. I also served for many years as the
Director of Technology Commercialization at the U.S. Department of
Commerce. There I oversaw the implementation of the regulations for
Bayh-Dole and chaired the Interagency Committee on Technology Transfer
which developed guidelines for utilizing the Federal Technology Transfer
Act, under whose authorities NIH develops many of its intramural
partnerships with U.S. industry.

Regrettably, Mr. Love and several others making the same case mix up the
legislative history of the Bayh-Dole Act with hearings on rival
legislation that was not enacted. The only legislative history with any
bearing on the law are the hearings of the U.S. Senate Judiciary
Committee in the 96th Congress on S. 414, the University and Small
Business Patent Procedures Act (commonly called Bayh-Dole), the report
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of the Senate Judiciary Committee on the same, and the Senate debates on
S.414.

Fortunately, we do have an unambiguous opinion from Senators Birch Bayh
and Robert Dole themselves on the topic at hand. The Washington Post ran
an article by Professors Peter Arno and Michael Davis on March 27, 2002,
Paying Twice for the Same Drugs, making the same arguments as Mr. Love.
They wrote:

.Bayh"Doiais .a•.provision...ofU.S...p<itent..Ia.wt[a.f5ta.i~5i[ai.Rril¢ti¢aIlY .:
any new drug invented wholly or in part with federal funds will be made
available to the public at a reasonable price. If it is not, then the
government can insist that the drug be licensed to more reasonable
manufacturers, and, if refused, license it to third parties that will
make the drug available at a reasonable cost.

A joint letter by Senators Bayh and Dole on April 11, 2002, to The
Washington Post effectively refutes this argument. Here is the complete
text of what the authors of the law said was their intent with regard to
fair pricing of resulting products:

As co-authors of the Bayh-Dole Act of 1980, we must comment on the March
27 op-ed article by Peter Arno and Michael Davis about this law.

Government alone has never developed the new advances in medicines and
technology that become commercial products. For that, our country relies
on the private sector. The purpose of our act was to spur the
interaction between public and private research so that patients would
receive the benefits of innovative science sooner.

For every $1 spent in government research on a project, at least $10 of
industry development will be needed to bring a product to market.
Moreover, the rare government-funded inventions that become products are
typically five to seven years away from being commercial products when
private industry gets involved. This is because almost all universities
and government labs are conducting early-stage research.

Bayh-Dole did not intend that government set prices on resulting
products. The law makes no reference to a reasonable price that should
be dictated by the government. This omission was intentional; the
primary purpose of the act was to entice the private sector to seek
public-private research collaboration rather than focusing on its own
proprietary research.

The article also mischaracterized the rights retained by government
under Bayh-Dole. The ability of the government to revoke a license
granted under the act is not contingent on the pricing of a resulting
product or tied to the profitability of a company that has
commercialized a product that results in part from government-funded
research. The law instructs the government to revoke such licenses only
when the private industry collaborator has not successfully
commercialized the invention as a product. (Emphasis added).

The law we passed is about encouraging a partnership that spurs advances
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to help Americans. We are proud to say it's working.

Birch Bayh/Bob Dole

In their typically succinct manner, the authors of the law effectively
rebut the argument now before you.

The Bayh-Dole Act has become a linchpin of our economy. While not

f........... ...~..I:>§J1e.«1J!l§=Li.§~£a!;g,J;l1=qgQ;)PJet«JiIU~Ii:1g"Q~"1!.J?J2_g1J,qt~=1~!.lg=§~!Yl«c!l.L.. ..._..~_ .
Junded.by.lOeJ30vernment.isJoe.enyyafJOe.J"'arlcl .Ioe.E.«anamisl .
Technology Quarterly said: "Possibly the most inspired piece of
legislation to be enacted in America over the past half-century was the
Bayh-Dole act of 1980." Any legislative or administrative actions
undertaken to alter this Act must be done very carefully.

We have already witnessed well-intended Congressional attempts to impose
fair pricing clauses on NIH intramural research partnerships. These
efforts failed. Technology transfer cannot be a vehicle for trying to
control prices. Rather than allowing Government to dictate drug prices,
companies simply walked away from partnering with NIH. Wisely
recognizing its mistake, Congress rescinded the fair pricing
requirement. NIH's subsequent success in building effective partnerships
with industry is well documented, and is a great benefit to the public.

President Johnson asked in 1968 how many NIH owned inventions had been
commercialized. The answer was none. At that time there were no
incentives for industry to undertake the risk and expense inherent in
developing such early stage inventions. We should reflect that because
of the Bayh-Dole Act, many life saving drugs and therapies are now
available for those in need. By altering this delicately balanced law,
we may well discover that publicly funded inventions go back to
gathering dust on the shelves. Before Bayh-Dole such discoveries were
not available at any price.

Sincerely,

Joseph P. Allen
President
National Technology Transfer Center

lp-health mailing list
Ip-health@lists.essential.org <mailto: Ip-health@lists.essential.org>
http://lists.essential.org/mailman/listinfolip-health
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c1ined to havethedepartment's gener- valuable stockor options. Noscientist ,panel, which was-co-chaired by Bruce . and health product companies have.
al counseltestify at a folloW,,!, hear- standsaccused of breaking aoyrules, Alberts,' president of the National kepthimamongthetop,20 recipients

,ing scheduledforThesday., - ' hat the largestl'1IJ!lS have raised con- Academy ofSciences, aodNormaoR. 'of donations related'to bealth care
"This investigation has been slow- cernsaboutthose.sCient:ift;ts' atterition Augustine, executive chairman of companiesfor three of the last four .

. rolled andstonewalled," Rep:JohnD. to their government jobsandthe pOS- . LockheedMartin Corp.,referringtoit election cycles, according to the
Dinge11 (D-Mich.) fumed in a state- sibilitythat their outside compenee-. asa ~so-calledblue-ribbon cOmmittee" most.recent data compiled ,by the
ment. Dingellled perhaps the most tion might influence decisions they whose recommendations would· "ex- Center for R.esponsive: Polities, a
memorable standoff. between Con- makeatNIH. cuse theinexcusable." . Washington groupthat trackspoliti-
'gressaodthescientificestablislnnent' Zerhouni notediliathehadalready Rep. Diana DeGette' (Ji.Colo,) calmoney. ' .' ,
in the late 1980s-<l fiery m.estiga- implemented changes to hanoutside wOndered aloud how, in thIaera of in.. Overall,Phannai=tieal aodhealth
tion into allegaiions ofscientific mis- consultingby high-rankingNIH scien-- terlinking corporate re1a:tionships, companies contributed nearly $30
conduct that focused onNobel Jaure- tists whoarE! centralto grantmaking . anyfederal scientist could everbe eer-. million to political campaigns in the
ate David Baltimore, who is now decisions. He also has increased by tain that the company he or she was 2002 electioncycle, thegroupreports.
president ofthe CalliomiaInstitute of about 100 the number of scientists' receiving payments from had:Qo fl- ,~..c-'---'------,---
Technology, . subject to financial disclosure ndes naocialstakein a compaoy iliatmight R,..=:ilerLucy Shackelford

Yesterday's hearin~ had Zerhouni andhehas askedtheOffice ofGovern-' havea proposal before the scienf?st's contributed tothisreport.
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."SOi:ne NIH.-$CIentists areeithervery .awehavefOlUu["NIH to be~ ttmn
close to theOne or haVet:I'~ the . '.' cOoperatIVe, ~,that's going to .
n~e," said'Rep. JamesCo6~. . cl,Jange,".said Rep.~Barton <,R-Tex+

HousePanelSeolds NIH Chief, HHS
Members Threaten . ", ", I

'10 Pursue New
Ethics Legislation

-ilngered by recentrevelations thai
some high-level scientists at the Ncr
tionalfnatitutesofHealthareeI1ioying
lucrative cOnsulting arrangements
with drug and biotech companlee->
and 1lllS3tisfled with a blue-ribbon
panel's recommendations for recti:fy~·
~the problem-s-members of a
House subcommittee Yesterday told
Nlli DirectorEliasA.Zerhounf'they

, werel<i<ling patienCe willi himandhis, ' .
sniierIDrsatthe DepartmentofHealth DireCtor Elias A. ZerIIouni deftHided

·andHumanServices. '. . I'eCOIIUll4!ndations fromapanel on
The lawmakers warned theymight ethics reforms forNIH JI'lI'S9lll1"I. ,

· takea,ction ifmore comprehensivere- . . , ' , .' .' .
forms arenotinstitutedsoon. and the twccochairaof his 'blue- meat'Ethics to aUthorize him to de- instituteor lab.' . •

"It). clear from the caseswehave ribbonpanelfadngfourhours ofoften .mand fuller disclosnre from an even , Greenwood announeed that; given
, reviewed that someNlli llcientists are, withering criticism!rpm bothRepub- widergroup ofabont500scientists. " llIlS's apparent unwillingn""l to fu1ly
·either~ close' to the line or have '.Iidns andDemocrats. Evensop1e law- He defended the blue-ribbon pan-" . tally the eXtent of outside'conSulting
'crossed the line" of ethical,conduct; , makers not on the subcoIilDlittee el's recommendations. which include .at NIH,. he .would ask 'thenation's
Rep.James C. Greenwood (R-i'a.); showed up for the fray. in$ding' forbidding certainkinds of remuaere-. pbarmaeeuti<:al aud blotechcompa-

, cbairmau of the Energy and. Com- HealtbCom,nittee Chairman Michael tion (suchas company stock, which, nies to volunteer, information abont '
.'merce sabcoriunittee onoversight aud Bilirakis (R-Fla.) aud Energy and ' caumake'llcientists morebeholden to their dealiJigs with Nlli research- "
·investigations, said at a 'hearing uri- Commerce CoIDJ:ilittee.Cb.airmaD. Joe' . a OOmpany's long-term interests) and . ers-a process alreadY begun in.Feb- *
usnal fOr its levelof openbo8tiIity to', Barton (R-Tex.)., IinIiting theamount ofoutsideincome mary bY Rep.HenryA: Waxman, (D-'
wardscme of thegoveromenfs ,"""t "We have foundNllito beJess than .andthenumber,ofboorsspentonout- 'Calif.) andSherrodBrown (I>01iio).
prestigious-aud best-paid-c-sciea- cooperative, and "that's going to sidework. ", ,tolittleavaiIsofar. . '
tists. "If we are 'serious aboutup-' cbauge,"Bartooaald:"Theycaucoop- "We ,should be mnre,transparen~, Green*oodoul1inedlhemailyways
holding thehighest ethicalstandards, erate cooperativelg or We will make morevigilauiaboutoverSigbi, andwe 'inwhicbmembers of Congress in re-' ,
attheNIH,thenNllillcientistsshonld themcooperate coercively." "need to tighten the-rules," Zerhonni 'cern decadeshave limited their own

"not evenbe closetotheline AtiSsne are long-standing policies, testified. "Butit wonIdbeamistake to access to outsideincome andgifts. :"If
Greenwood was 'especlaIly..critical some of them government-wide and ban all 'compensated. activities with. thiskind ofteformwas goodenough

of the legal staffat.HHS, whose "de- ·others specific-to~ that allowsci- outsideorgailihtio~. SuCh anaction . for .Congress, why. istit it good
lays and obstinacy;" he said, fuq entists-e-with agency approval but in wouldbebadforscience,unfafr to em-.. enough for-theNational Institutes.of
slowed the subcommittee's elforts to " some cases without public dfsclo- ' plcyees, andu1timatelybinder'oor ef- Health?" he asked.. ' ,
determinewhetherNIHscientists are sure-to earn outside income from . forts tefmprsvejhenaticn'ahealth," - Greenwood is one of few House

· engaged iIi outside activities'that drug, biotech andotherCompanies. He'didnotfinda sympathetic audi- .members to voluntarilyrefuse contri-
might conflict with 'theirgovernment SOme top-tier researchershavere- ence, butionsfrompoliticalactioncommit
responsibilities, He andothersnoted ceived payments ofhUIidreds ofthou- Rep. Peter Deutsch' (D-FIa.) crit- . tees.'Butcontributions from individ-

· withevident frustration thatHHS de-: sands of dollars and, In somecases, icized Zerhounl's conflict-of-interest nels employed by pharmaceutical
clined tohavethedepartment's gener- valuable stockOf options. Noscientist panel,which was-co-chaired by Bruce . and health product companies have.
al counseltestify at a follow-up hear- stands.accused ofbreaking anyrules, Alberts, -president of' the National ,kepthimamongthetop.20 recipients

·ingscheduledforThesday. ' . but the largest sums have raised con- Academy ofSciences, andNorman R. .of donations related" to health care
'This investigation has beenslow- cemsabout thosesCientists' atterition Augustine, executive chairman of companies for three of the last four .

rolled andstonewalled," Rep.JohnD. to theirgovemmentjobe andthe pas- . LockheedMartin Corp.,referringtoit election cycles, accordlng to the
Dinge1l (D-:Mich.) fumed in a state- sibility that their outside compense-. asa "eo-calledblue-ribboncommittee" most recent data compiled ,by the
ment Dingell led perhaps the most tion might influence decisions they whose' recommendations would "ex- Center for Respohsive 'Politics, a
memorable standoff. between Con- make atNIH. cuse theinexcusable." . Washington groupthat tracka-politi-
-gress andthe scientific establishment Zerhouni notedthathehadalready Rep. Diana DeGette' (D-Colo.) calmoney. ' "
in the late ~980s-a fiery investiga- implemented changes to ban. outside wondered aloud how,:in thisera~~' Overall,pharmaceutical andhealth
tioninto allegations ofscientific mis- consultingbyhigh-rankingNlliscien- terIinking corporate relationships, companies contributed nearly $30
conduct that focused on Nobe11aure- tistswho ate central to grantmaking . anyfederal scientist could everbecer- million to political campaigns in the
ate David Baltimore, who is now decisions. He also has increased by tam that the company he or she was 2002electioncycle, thegroup reports.
president ofthe California Institute of about 100 the number of scientists . receiving payments from had QO fi- 7.7",-----------
Technology. subject to financial disclosure rules nancia1 stake in a company thatmight· ResearcherLucy Shackelford

YesterdaYs hearin~ had Zerhouni andhehas asked the Office ofGovem~' have a proposal before the scieni?st's contributedto thisrtport.
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ered to have. been almost directly spawned because of or as the result ofthe BilYh~I>oleAct is the

Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 (FTTA). Thatact~as introduced as an amendmenttothe .

Stevenson-Wydler Act of 1980 which had been intended to Iiromote the ntilizationofteChnology gen

erated in government laboratories; but was singularly unsuccessful in accomplishing that goal.

The F1TA w~s largely a response to the increasingly tough international competition facing the

United States and the prevalent complaint that "the US wins Nobel Prizes while other countries walk

off with the market." The designers ofthe FTTA built the act under certain fundamental principles:

The federal government will continue to underwrite the cost of much important basic research
in scientifically promis4tg areas that takes place in the United States. .

Transferring this research from the laboratory to the marketplace is primarily the job ofthe pri-
vate sector, with which the federal government should not compete,,' '. . • ' .

The federal government can encourage the private sector to undertake this. by judicious reliance
on market-oriented incentives and protection of proprietary interests.

The principles enumerated were first testedthrough experience with the Ilayh-Dole Act arid the

FTTA responded to the lessons learned from that law, perhaps the most important ofwhich was its

success in PWmoting\miversity-industry.cooperation.

The FTTA is, clearly, 3. direct highly beneficial legacy ofthe Bayh-Dole Act, as has be~n additiollal

legislation designed to expand the useof the results ofresearch carried out.within government-owned

government operated laboratories 'by expanding the licensing opportunities for those laboratories.

Commentary . _', __ ,_ ", :." ,._
The growthof technology transfer has t1ken ~Iace ovtir the last 30 years in an en\'iiollmerti that slow

1yprogressed from hostileto favorable. Thatprogression w~s givtin majorimpetus by the passage of

the Bayh-Dole A~t.Duringtllll.tperiodwe haveseen a dramatic change in the attitude of the Justice

Department and the interpretationofthe anti-trust laws where patents and anti-trust are no longer

viewed as antithetical. We have seen a move toward a favorable statutory basis under which we have

much greater freedom to operate. We have had an active effort by various administrations to obtain

equitable treatment forLl.S. citizens in foreign venues, bothin trade and intellectual property pursuits:

We have had numerous and far-reaching changes in the patent laws oflthose foreign-venues for exam-
. ,.,.' ,

pie the Patent Cooperation Treaty which provided greater opportunities for technology transfer to

http://216.239.39.104/search?q=cache:pOAkOCwPGY8J.www.cogr.edu/docs/Anniversary.... 4/3/2004
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RE-INVENTING MORALS

ByGraham Strachan
October 10, 2002

NewsWithViews.com

One of the Big Lies of modern times concerns
the notion that morals are a 'social construct'
largely traceable to the Christian religion, and
in particular the Ten Commandments. For
readers who've forgotten, and those who
never knew, the Ten Commandments say it is
wrong to murder, steal, lie, falsify corporate
accounts, and have sex with interns in the
White House when your wife's not around.
Little wonder then, that the globalist Left and
Right are both working hard to have the
Commandments 'disappeared', along with the
morals they supposedly gave rise to.

But according to Biblical legend, the Ten
Commandments date from the time of the
exodus of the Jews from Egypt, thought to be
around 1500 BC. Ifmorals indeed date from

http://www.newswithviews.comlreligionlreligion20.htrn 51112004
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that time, what went before? - bearing in
mind that human civilisation dates from the
Neolithic Revolution around 8000 BC. That's
a long time for the world to be operating in a
moral vacuum, and in fact it didn't. The law
code of Lipit-Ishtar, which dates from ancient

~ .....~.~ . . SUlllecbiaIhtilll~pel:hap&4Q,QoRC~=,h~an=,~m
. unrnistakeable···rnotalfoundation:··'Motals!ong
predated Moses and the burning bush. The
Ten Commandments merely codified moral
rules which had, even then, existed from time
immemorial.

Let's be clear on what morals are: morals are
rules of conduct in a social context, in their
most visible form consisting ofbans on
certain specific types of behaviour. Contrary
to popular belief, they are not confined to
matters of sex, in fact sex is the least of their
concerns. Their chief concern is to outlaw
murder, rape, assault, lying and the failure to
honour promises, behaviours which tend to
make social living impossible. They are
strictly a human thing: there are no morals in
the wild. In fact morals ARE the defining
difference between the wild state - in which
the strong are free to kill and dominate the
weak - and civilisation, in which the weak
have as much right to exist as the strong.
Morals define civilisation. Buildings,
parliaments, law courts, universities and
other institutions of societal governance do
not make a 'civilisation' unless the people in
them are acting morally. If they cease to act
morally, 'civilisation' becomes simply a jungle
with buildings.

Ifmorals antidated the Ten Commandments,
http://www.newswithviews.com/religion/religion20.htrn 5/1/2004
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where did they come from, and who or what
initially decided what was, and what was not,
moral behaviour? The claim by the globalist
Left that morals are a social 'construct'
suggests they were consciously thought up by
human agency somewhere back in time and

j. . . deliberatel¥:impo.s.ed=Ihe"authOliqbo£Go.d========
mayhave been addedlater;theywillsay; but
that's how morals began. The implication is
that if one 'social construct' works, another
'social construct' can readliy be substituted
for it which will work equally as well if not
better.

However, as Professor Frederick Hayek
explained at length in his 'Law, Legislation
and Liberty', the idea that humans
deliberately constructed their own society,
together with its rules of moraljsocial
behaviour, contradicts everything known
about the origins of civilisation. Anthropology
has shown that human societies evolved, the
social behaviour patterns later called 'morals'
evolving along with them. Societies that
adopted cooperative moraljsocial behaviour
gained a distinct evolutionary advantage over
those that did not, and prospered while the
others disintegrated and disappeared. We are
here today because our distant ancestors
happened to act morally.

The belief that human society is, or even
could be, the product of deliberate human
design, and that morals were consciously
thought up and legislated, is an important
ingredient in the ideology of the socialist Left,
who want to replace existing morality with
another mortality constructed by themselves.

http://www.newswithviews.com/religion/religion20.htm 5/1/2004
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But as Hayek pointed out, it has never yet
been demonstrated that one can simply do
away with the moral rules that built a
civilisation and replace them with another set
concocted in a 'think tank', at least not
without risking social disintegration and
collapse.

~~~~~~0~~~~0F~0~~~~++'~~~'+:Tlle~evoIuiIonaFY:oFigrn:GfmoFar&0pFesent&0'0'0~""'~'00"'0+'0'~","+'0'~000~0+"

other problems for the social engineers of the
globalist Left. First of all, if moral rules
evolved by natural selection, the resultant
rules are likely to be those best suited to the
human condition; improving on them would
be difficult if not impossible. Secondly, since
the most successful societies would have been
those whose members had a natural
propensity for moraljsocial behaviour, the
tendency to act morally may well be encoded
in the genes of the most civilised peoples,
contradicting the notion that morals are
'nothing but' a social construct.

Thirdly, if the rules that evolved naturally
were the same rules ultimately codified in the
Ten0eommandments'~0as'acom:parison0"'"

between the Bible and the Codes of Lipit
Ishtar and Hammurabi suggests - then the
scientific and religious explanations for the
origin of morals are reconciled. People would
have a powerful incentive to re-affirm
existing morality, and to reject the 'new'
morality being offered by the global socialists.
One could no longer, for example, undermine
the basis of traditional morality simply by
declaring - as Nietzsche did - that God is
dead.

http://www.newswithviews.com/religion/religion20.htm 5/1/2004
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Whether one accepts the religious or
evolutionary explanation, there is a good
reason to act morally. As Ayn Rand argued
[The Voice of Reason (1988) p.tz], man's
ultimate survival 'qua man' - as a rational
being in a civilised order - depends on it. It
boils down to a question of whether one

al ._':1" I-C t, •
,"~",~""",""~,,,,~,~,,"a""'M,"""""'"¥''' '00,"~l( , , ueS,CI""',jJ.lsatI0n,.0l?c,1l0:b", 'J"4'He0answeF'lS""'" "'.""""",,""''''''''' '~"a,¥"".~·"~·~"a"".",,,,"""'~'''''~''

".... 'yes';theliadl'ierencefofhemofali"EY'of················
civilisation is essential - and by that is meant
the morality that evolved with civilisation and
made civilisation possible: the time-tested
variety, not the yet-to-be-proven variety
being promoted by the globalist Left/Right.

The results of the new 'socially constructed'
morality are already in evidence. As the world
enters the zrst century it is witnessing a
reversion to a jungle 'morality' in the centres
of power - survival of the politically and
economically fittest. Whoever can get control
of the machinery of government and hold
onto it by fair means or foul not only rules,
but supposedly has a 'right' to rule. The
'moral' superiority ofbrute force and animal

....' """''''''''''''''''''''''''''15'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''I'''''''''d"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''d''''''''''''''''''''cunnmg IS emg exa te over reason an
common decency. The result is a complex
technological society controlled politically
and economically by people with a 'morality'
more suited to beasts than man, a frightening
mix of sophisticated technology and primitive
barbarism. It is time for all good people
worldwide to demand a return to time-tested
morality.

(C) 2002 Graham Strachan - All Rights
Reserved

http://www.newswithviews.com/religionireligion20.htm 51112004
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Graham Strachan is a lawyer, author and
international speaker on globalization and
world affairs, living near Brisbane,
Australia. His website is
www.grahamstrachan.com, e-mail:
graham@grahamstrachan.com
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The Friedrich Hayek Scholars' Page
Greg Ransom The Hayek Center for MultiDisciplinary Research gransomemail -at-cox.net

Who •
18 Hayek?

Two Things About Hayek
Provided on this page are two things to know about Hayek.

1. Lead role in the global revival ofliberalism*

Ifyou were to know only a single thing about Hayek, you might start with this
Hayekisr~garded as a key figure in the 20th century revival of liberalism. 'Ih

has led some folks to suggest that the works ofHayek are playing a role in our
something like the role the works ofAdam Smith and John Locke played in the
own -- meaning that Hayek's ideas are at the forefront ofthe movement toward
society based on freedom ofassociation and exchange according to the rule of
and away from the control of society from the center according to the whim of
government. So the first thing to know about Hayek is that he has played a lea
role in the current tide change away from statism and back to liberalism*-
regarded by many as a defining event of the 20th century.

..2 Co"originator.oftheUa~ek-Hebbs~napticmodel···....... . # •••.•

A second thing to know? Like Locke, Hume, Kant and other great liberals oft
early modern period, Hayek's transformed understanding of society is grounde
a transformed understanding ofthe cognitive process and the basis ofhuman
learning. At the root ofthis transformation is a rejection ofthe 'myth ofthe gix
which provides the starting point ofboth rationalist and empiricist theories of
knowledge and human cognitive function. Hayek replaced the static 'givens' 0

classic foundationalism with an adaptive neurological account ofhuman learni
memory and categorization built upon simple facts about neurons and their
interconnections. From these simple beginnings Hayek co-originated the Hayf
Hebb synaptic conn~ction model ofmind, a construction whichhas transforme
modern thinking about the mind and brain. The thing to remember? Hayek's \

http://www.hayekcenter.org/friedrichhayek/who.html 5/1/2004
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in theoretical psychology represents a landmark in 20th century thinking about
human learning and cognition, and challenges the central dogma oftraditional
foundational models ofhuman knowing.
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The Intellectual Biography ofF. A. Ham
by Bruce Caldwell

Buy it at 30% discount from Barnes & Noble.

hayekcenter.org

Hayek by Decade

1 1890's 1/ 1900's II 1910'sll 1920's 1 1930's 1940's

1950's 1 1960's II 1970's I 1980's 1990's

*Americans bewildered by the way English speakers everywhere (other than 1

natives with little depth in their liberal arts education) use the English langue
with regard to the term "liberal" might consult Gene Call~an's article on tl:

historical use (and misuse) of the word "liberalism" or Ronal Reagan's explica
ofthe twists political language has undergone in America, in his Reason maga

interview "Inside Ronald Reagan". See also the Stanford Encyclopedia oJ
PhilosophJl. entry on "liberalism" and Ludwig Mises' book Liberalism. AnotJ

good source on the word "liberalism" and its meaning is an article by Amy Stu

TAKING HAYEK SERIOUSLY --
http://www.hayekcenter.orglfriedrichhayeklwho.html 5/112004
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David Horowitz: Students for Academic Freedom is
non-partisan. The intention is to restore educational
values and fairness to institutions ofhigher learning. The fact of
conservative and Republican students are second-class citizens a
campuses, including Tufts. Part of the activism of conservative s
due to their oppression by Left-wing faculty. The fact that a lot 0 .

....~on~!)[Y1!!iy!)l'llld~<Il1,x!)~i~tin.docJ:rination.doesn:tmake.itokayJL_ ....
an educational institution like Tufts. Professors who attempt to tt
depriving both liberal and conservative students of the education
You can't get a good education if they're only telling you halfth
paying $40,000 per year.

PS: What were your college years at Columbia like?

DH: Part of the reason I started this campaign was because of'th
at Columbia, even though it was in the McCarthy'50s. I, of com
In retrospect, I have come to appreciate the fact that my professo
communist liberals, treated me with respect and did not use the c
soapbox. Thus, I didn't even know what their politics were until
books that they had written.

PS: Taking into consideration the importance ofideological dive
you consider among the best in the United States today? How ha

http://www. tuftsprimarysource.org/issues/22/11 /horowitz.htrnl 5/1/2004
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~tr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is Willard Marcy, I am Vice.president-Invention

,.."."•••••••;.=••••AQ.n!j,ni.§!;l;.§!,;t;;b9J:l••?;J;;RgrClIllOf Research Corporation• Research .

Corporation is a not-for-prof~t organiza£ioncj}rartered·by··the···········~······

State of New York. It· is a private foundation which was created

in 1912 by Frederick Gardner Cottrell, dedicated to the support

of science and technology. Cottrell donated his gwn patent

rights for industrial gas cleaning as the original endowment,

thus setting in motion a cycle that would be endlessly repeated,

using inventions which result fro~ research as a source of funds

for more research. This concept has evolved to the point where

Research Corporation now has invention administration.agreements

with many universities and other nonprofit institutions, and'

devotes all of its income after expenses to support further

research in college and university laboratories. In grants alone

····It·l'i'ii's ..contri15uted·over ····$60·miil:l-ionto ···scienti·fic ...·andeduc13-;t;i~mCl.:!, •••..•...•...

institutions; in royalties shared with institutons it has

distributed another $11 million. These two functions are carried

out by two separate groups within the foundation, the Invention

Administration Program and the Grants program.

Research Corporation's share of any royalties received is used.

for its chartered purposes: administration. of inventions for

public benefit, and. grants in support of research and
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experimentation in the sciences and technology. Except for the

President, who is a full-time employee of the foundation, members

of its distinguished Board of Directors are uncompensated. No

bonuses, commissions or other similar payments are made to

Research Corporation specifically waives any right of ownership

in any patent or other rights which might result from research

supported by any of its grants.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to bring to your attention

the experience of Research Corporation with Institutional Patent

Agreements (IPAs) and to provide you with insight on how Research

Corporation has, been able to work within the IPA requirements in

evaluating, patenting and licensing inventions resulting from

Federally-funded research at universities and colleges.

"In general, the IPAs provide a constructive and ~vorthwhile

vrocedure enabling the speedy, effective and efficient transfer

of university inventions from the concept stage ,to the

marketplace for the public benefit. The number of such

inventions is very limited, as it is the rare discovery that can

clear the intervening thickets and barriers on the very rocky

road to its successful marketing.,

..
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Research Corporation has been able to serve well the universities

to which it contributes. its assistance under the requirements of

both HEW and NSF IPAs, as well as with respect to other

inventions. The results of the past 10 years of experience under

inventions handled in this manner are now being licensed under

arrangements for making them available to the public. The

inventions processed by Research Corporation since the IPA

requirements were published and put into use in 1968, together

with other pertinent data, are included in Tables I - IV as an

appendix to this statement. I will be glad to furnish additional

information on anyone or more of these,' if desired.

I should like to tur~ now to the specific areas of interest noted

in the invitation to present testimony at this hearing •

. The first area .involves universities and. nonprofit organizations

holding and the arrangements between these organizations and

patent management organizations. For Research Corporation these

are straightforward and fairly standard contractual agreements,

although the terms may vary slightly from one to the other.

Other witnesses may be able to give details concerning the

. arrangements with other patent management organizations; I will

confine my remarks to those to which Research Corporation is a

party.
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..
. ReSearch Corporation's formal arrangements with educational and

Research Corporation. Vitamin A and the computer memory core

were among those mentioned by Dr •. Jones~ semi-synthetic- . -- .

penicillin,and peroxides syntheses are also in this category •

.- f

Princeton University was the second institution to develop an

arrangement with Research Corporation, and this agreement is.

still in effect today •

... ... OVer··the·yea·rs···Research··Corpora·-tdoon..!.s•.con.-tri.buted.• invention.·..

administration services have gradually been in greater demand

until today there are 274 agreements in effect with universities

and other nonprofit institutions, primarily in the United States,

with a few in Canada and other countries. Research Corporation

also handles inventions On a case by. case basis for other

universities'-
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.
Research' Corporation's agreements are "open-ended" in permitting

the institutions to request Research Corporation" s services or

those of other persons or organizations, or to develop the

inventions on their own. 'The institution, entirely within'its

f"H~Y~W- ·dJ:sl:r~'t:ion7Y·fC5j:W""crras,'S..ttc1i· ..·:tnVention:··a:t"s·c:rcrsttre·s··..crs·..:tt·.. c'ltcn:1s(;!'s!'··tl)'''····..••·•··• ·.. ·..
i="""·~.•··••i -''','·_'''',,·_,' -'''".'.' ..~''..~e'~'-·''''_ _"..,.",.,_ "._,_""..~,/~,,.__,~, "'."'~"_ __",."",..,., _"__ "~'_,_'_' __ '_'''~''C' ""_,,,,,,w,. ",-,,,,,,,-,,,,-,,,,__,_,_,,, ... ', ... ,,"_"'"''''''~''''' -'·"'-'/O'_'"";'_CC"'",;o."-.. "."e"hV>'·_ '" , ""--,_.."'.."" ..'.'~,,-.'.,,",,.'._'~.,,,"'...'.• '"'<C"_'.\_,__';.'''''.'·":'"' , '_,,_,, '"' .,,', , "'~_.,'.v""'''.,,,,',"''_.',~, "', _""',, "''','''','0>', "_,'"._.""",'_'"~~";,,,'.",,__, ..,,'.'.';~,.,,._.

Research Corporation for evaluation and possible.patenting at no

cost to the institution. Likewise, Research Corporation is under

no obligation to accept for patenting and licensing any invention

disclosure it evaluates on behalf of an. institution.

However, if Research Corporation does offer to accept an

invention for patenting and licensing and the institution agrees

to this course of action, the invention rights, including patent

rights, are assigned to Research Corporation with a provision for

sharing of any resulting royalties among the institution, the

inventor and Research Corporation.

Research Corporation is then 'obligated to provide further

services, as defined in the agreement, relating to patenting,

licensing, administration of licenses, and distribution of any

royalties. Research Corporation must report on its activities to

the institution and make the required royalty distribution

annually. The institution has the right to audit Research'

Corporation's books and examine its files as they relate to

actiyities under the agreement with the institution.
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Research. Corp0J:'ation assumes all costs, except certain special

expenses, such as those relating to litigation to assert or

defend the·validity of the patent (as in infringement

proceedings). If, after discussion, the institution concurs,

"A'@V:;f~#~'WA~'~;iqp.;;6,<,~~!1~§,,~:tM4~J2;~£i&!:%t'ii.~~as._2q~~~,,~J!~;0&~",!~J~~;~0.s11yj.«sl§~~~1?8<~Jt!:?~@J~11;'(Mt;b£l,~,,~":tJl§j;c;itJJJ;,j;~;::tn$'<'.a}4Jl.~#~«<~~:"0'-~j'''f_'&%!@'~;f

• If the institution does not agree to share

these expenses, Research Corporation has the right to proceed at

its sole expense. In any event, except for this special

situation, which occurs rarely, any income received is shared

with the inventor(s) and the institution.

~. general there are two standard agreements with Research

Corporation, copies of which are appended herewith. That

identified as Form I, provides that Research Corporation

distribute directly to the inventor(s) their share of the gross

royalties received, generallyl5%, with the institution and

Research Corporation sharing equally the remaining 85%, i.e.,

42. 5%of··gross· royaltYreceiptseac:h; Iri thea~:rreement·d.

identified as Form II, Research Corporation distributes to the

institutipn a 57.5% share of the gross royalties received, and

retains 42.5%. Under this arrangement, the university may share

its income with the inventor(s) in accordance with its own patent

policy, but Research Corporation has no control over any such

distribution.
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I shall turn now to the second matter on which Research

Corporation is requested to testify -- ~hat concerning the

royalty sharing arrangements in the agreement between Research

Corporation and the University of Rochester. That agreement, an

version of the Form I type discussed earlier, and unlike

"""""'""""""'!li:'€erversTolfs';"spElc±f'ied' that"'Research'CorpoJ?ationmay",··

unilaterally deduct certain special expenses before distribution

of royalties -- a right, however, that it does not exercise~

However, these royalty distribution arrangements for the

inventor{s), and institution's shares, reflect the institution's

patent policy, ~ Research Corporation's. Research Corporation

controls only the 42.5% of the gross royalties which it retains.
'~.--"-- ,. . " ._-' •..~-_. .-_:' -"3 . . ..

~." -'-' ": ~.

If the institution's policy is to pay more than 15% of gross

royalties to its inventors, Research Corporation does not object

-- but, again this is a decision of the univeristy, not Research

~~~ti~.

. .~. v.

,········,J;:l;,ma¥.be..of.. interest.to.,the,.Commit.tie,tQ.t:ecoJ.l:n,t 'how the
• ..".' .-" .. ,-_. .... - ,- '--.'" ,_n __ ~",'" _,"·_~M~.~,__,~~.·",~..~•.,_~"•.'~_.'__~_,.•., •. , '"r·.. ,_,.·.,"~,·.-_:,__","O"'_'."""~'~~"_'"~'~_'C __:,OJ,'''.'._,,.

"standard" 15% was arrived at.' In the origina'l agreement between'

Research Corporation arid MIT, mentioned earlier, MIT determined

'the inventor{s), share was to total 2-1/2% of the gross

'royalties. Due to strong protests from some inventors,' this was

raised in several steps over the years to 15%. Since this seemed

generally acceptable, Research Corporation concluded that this

level would be suggested for future agreements. This formula for

sharing has been almost universally adopted by educational and
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q~her:nonprofit,institutions as being fair and equitable to all

parties.

As an additional incentive, it has been suggested by some

1:::::::::::::::1nY'~u~€E:[:!~~!:$:~:~~!::"~~~~!~::~::~:,:::::":~~!~~:::":~:::::~$:$:=~::::j::'$::::i!~~::::$::=::::'oc,''''''''"
income received, with their share being reduced as royalties

increase, reachipg a steady state at some specified level of

total royalty income. This line of reasoning is exemplified by

the downward-sliding scale provided in the HEW IPAs.

The inventor royalty sharing arrangement within the university

·community, although set individually by each university, is

remarkably standard and is further standardized by IPAs. In

industry, on the other hand, company-employed inventors share

infrequently in any royalty income or profit derived from

inventions they make. Government employee inventors receive

nothing above their salaries for any inventions they make within

~th~""; c;;~'"$;fCCth~'i;;;;;pl~y;~;';:t',~ltho'ugIl'th$ere'*have'Deerl"" "C*c

discussions recently within some agencies about the possibility

of changing this situation.

Just why these different arrangements have evolved may be of

interest to this Committee, and I would be pleased to discuss

this, if time were available. So~e of the philosophy and history

behind these divergent attitudes is given in two papers I have

written and which are appended to my formal remarks. The·first

,-"-'~-~N-'''_"''~"''._"__,.=.~~~_" ,,,
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of these papers was deli.veredat.a symposium on patent rewards

for inventors held at a meeting of the fu~erican Institute of

Chemical Engineers in 1971. The other, discussing the terms of

an ideal university patent policy, was delivered in March 1978 at

a symposium on held at

"Ah\~rfcanCfieii'J:carsOaef'y~ .

. Let me turn now to the third matter stated in the letter of

invitation to testify. This involves the terms ~f agreements

Research Corporation has with industrial firms for screening new

chemical en't:.ities developed at universities fo.r therapeutic,'

·o•. pesticidal, herbicidal or similar activity. Theseagreements

reflect a new service being provided by Research Corporation to

expedite the identification of materials useful for protecting

the health and contributing to the welfare of the public. The

rationale behind such agreements is that university chemists,

including pharmaceuticai chemists and biochemists, are expert in

.S.ynthes.iz.ing..new..chema,.cal··compounds,··butdo··notha:ve'avlfiTaBrEf''Eo

them the necessary facilities for testing these materials for

biological activity. This is true regardless of whether the

support is Federal, institutional or private~ Industry, on the

other hand, while having .excellent testing facilities, does not

have easy access· to the many compounds being synthesized in

university laboratories. Research Corporation's role is con

ceiv.ed as one of facilitating communications between the two

groups, each of which has what the other wants and needs.
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The screening agreements set forth in formal fashion the

protection of the rights and a sti~ulation of the obligations of

the parties in interest. A crucial right that needs protection

in this situation is the patent right. Obtaining patent rights

is made more complex.....~y ...th~w J)e!;w~.llh.~g;t[:j,.gg_r,e.guirgmen,t.w.,that,wa •••.w.',.,••••_,.".""",,,,
"~;p",~;yj;\"S':'('?i"~;Cr.oW,,,,»;".(~,;\~(WWM"''';H'';;;Y?i;,(''';'''"~%~;;~'0'-t~;:'f."~"'H'$;!"H"'"";"S·w~"«,;:i<W,,"-,~&K+:,,~,~=N'",?c.4'..<",=c"0'?£"'A...~,jfi'jf,., ."'"'" ,. ,-. .., "", . _.. .-

must be disclosed. in any.patent

application filed to protect the materials themselves and their

method of manufacture' (if this is also new). In addition,- it is

important to disclose and claim any significant uses of such

materials at the time of filing a patent application in order to

obtain and retain rights to such uses.

0- "._' .;'.'." .~.

~"" . ..

Basically,.the screening agreement provides a-mechanism by which

Research Corporation agrees to offer samples of products, com

pounds or substances to a particular company for screening within

the stated field of the agreement, which may be medical,

agricultural chemical or some other specified field. The company

._..,_. .. has the option,of aecepting or rejecting any sUcnsample'for'" .. M

screening within a stated period of time; if it accepts the

sample, the company must submit it to screening promptly.

The company further agrees to report the results of screening

.. promptly to Research Corporation so that it will be in a position

to evaluate the results and take appropriate steps to obtain

patent protection where such appears to be justified.

-,
--~---->--._.-

•

I
I
I
I
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:'. In. return for the screening work, whd.ch i.s carrie<i out ab the

sole cost of the company, it receives an option to a license

under reasonable terms and conditions, the details of which are

to be negotiated between Research Corporation and the company •

.,."w.w••w•••w,.w····-Thtf····sI5·e·ci'f·i"c"·tEf:tftfs··"of-·thewWdpti'dtr'''mi:ty-varY,·N·w±tIrw''·st:5ml:,!,.·,.:t·rrdus'tr±a::J::·w"••••N.WN•••" ••••••

"'<.~>",..,~.,.,"'.',.",.,,,.,"".,~ ...',.,~', ,,._.,"_~._, ..",_~,'" ..''',_"''_·'.',..,..,_,',_.',_..'w~,_.;",·",,.',',..''·_,..'.'.."",."",,,,,._..',,•. ,, ,,',,.,_,, '._,.,.',..'..'."h·, '_·,,"'.'·w,~'~,·,~.,"_C""_~, ..'.,.' ,,',,·...", .".',.' " ,"'N,' ._•."_..'_."._'_..,,,',,''',,.,'''',' ,,,, ~..,·~,h.."",,·,.,,_,"",.,..'~" ,'.'·._, ".'.,.,._w,.', , ~.',." •.•• ""._" ".,._..;,..h',._" "'""'.•"..~,.'~,_ ,..•;"',.~.'.',._..,.•.;,,_,~.".""_;.,'_ ..,_~..,;_..':'''~, _,',."_""",,

concerns preferring that the option be prescribed in detail in

the screening agreement, while others prefer to leave this to be

resolved at the time they indicate an interest irr the products

·that they.have screened. Any license that Research Corporation

may grant is administered under the invention administration

patent agreement with the participating instit~tion in

. corrformance ·"lith any 'pertinentFederal agency regulatiorrs.

In order .to implement its industrial screening agreements,

Research Corporation has also entered into screening agreements

with several institutions with which it has invention adminis-

tration agreements. These institutional screening agreements

supplement the invention administration agreements by providing

for the submission of samples to the industrial screener by

faculty members or others associated with the institution. The

inventors and the institutions agree to assign the patent rights

to Research Corporation for administration under the invention

administration agreement in the event that the results of the

screening lead Research Corporation to seek patent protection on

the inventions relating to the sample. This affords Research
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corporation the right to grant an- option to the company in return

for the screening work.

To date, Research Corporation has entered into screening

agreements with 12 universities and two

--- -w---Amer:i:caneyanam±d--Company;-r.;eCle-rleLaoora-torIes15TvisIoi1;--having---.

a principal office in Pearl River, New York, and Sandoz, r.;td.

with a principal office in Basle, Switzerland.- Since the program

is relatively new, it is too early to tell whether such

activities will prove to be productive over a long period of

time.
-- ,-

I should like now to comment briefly on some of the questions

posed in the Chairman's opening remarks-made at the May 22

hearings of this committee.

In order to make rational judgments on whether one Government

.1

I
I(In the FY 1979 Federal budget X =colleges and universities.

contracts or grants require the contractor or grantee to perform.

We frequently see public statements that $X billion of Federal

funds has or will be spent for research and development in

___J2~_!~~:f;:__P8JiQy_,__Q_:J:;__§.];\9c!:,h!'\J::,_.is __ to pfevai1_,_-it__ a,s extreme,1y ----____w--- - _. __._w!

important to have an understanding of what it is that individual

$3.6 billion, and most of this is supplied by NSF and HEW).
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To estimate the number of patentable inventions which might

result from Federal funds granted to colleges and universities

requires a knowledge of the purpose for which the money is being

spent. A large percentage of HEW funding is going into bricks,

,ww""",w""""""'ID'or'tl'l:'f¥""a'ftU""~qG.'iI5iifefftWwttj"'I5i:t:i:'J:Uw"dr"'Te'fttrlY':i:'S'h"ho'sp'i'eaj;s~arrdW'ttredi'ca':I:"w""'u"""",,w,
"",,,,,,,,,~,",,,,,,,,";~<,,,,,",,,,,.',,:,",,,.,,..,,.. ,','.'.' W", ,', .' .' .,.~.,.",.' '",,,,_.'.:,,,,,,",~," _'_0' '-'¢,'.' _',',.,.",y_,,,_,,,HO" , ...., ..._"" "'c'-'.-.",~-",,- ,. _"'''_'''¢'''.''"'~''''''''''''~'''''" ·'_"_."".'·o~.',·", ,",__"~.'_'r_","_"_'·'W_" "_""_',"'"''",.""""",.'"__"",_,,,,'''~.'_.''_''' "'. "',ve,,.,,"""""'.' ,_',_, .."_,m".,_,."._,,,', ,;., ":="_',~""~,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,."_~""""""

centers connected with universities. None ,of this expenditure

can be expected to result in inventions. Another,significant

percentage from both 'the Department of HEW and NSF is for

educational fellowships, some of which are in the,social

sciences; inventions cannot be expected to result from this

funding. Finally, a large percentage is commited to "big

"science"or"hightechnology" endeavors such as the fusion lab-

oratory at Princeton, and at the National Center for Atmosphere

,Research and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory at the California

Institute of Technology. Very few patentable inventions for

civilian use will arise from this funding, as experience has

shown.

~fuat remains is roughly $2 billion available for university

research which could reasonably lead to inventive concepts.

Using a rough rule of thumb, based on our experience, about one

invention disclosure should result from each million dollars

spent for research. Thus, approximately 2000 invention

disclosures might be expected annually from the expenditure of $2

billion. Research Corporation's experience, confirmed by that of

others, has shown that only about one out of ten disclosures
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res~lts in patented inventions,' and, therefore, only about 200,

inventions annually would be' subject to HEW and NSF patent

regulations and IPAs. Of these, .on.Ly about one-quarter to one

third are likely to be attractive commercially. And, of those

~,_*,.,•••,••••,~•••mak,ing,..,i,t,.,toa.the.••mar,ke.tp.la,Cg~.,., ••o,n;LYw.Qn.e••j"Jl••t.en,.•,!l\,g,Yw.'p.~Q.,y;e, •..tJ2.a.!:?~.,.§,Qw._ ••••_ .•.•••_•••*.

widely useful as to command multimillion dollar sales annually~

Thus, when one speaks of a Government funding level of, say, $3.5

t-
~' ,,~

polleges, one can expect, at best, somewhere between 50 and 67

inventions which may get to the market, and but perhaps five to

seven may reach multimillion dollar annual sales.
i'

i:

c:
t t

H

billion dollars per year for research at universities and

What this means is.that only a very few university and college

. inVentors would ever receive significant royalty income. Italso

means that only the rare invention, indeed, will result in even

'moderate sums for the support.of further research at the institu

tion, or to support the programs of Research Corporation or other

··non'j?'rofitpaten'E·managemein;:·organizations:·'l';,······'EKorougl1revlewof"'~"

!,'
';;

past experience will bear out this proximate analysis. l ;

With this analysis in mind and reflecting on the words in Article

I, Section 8, providing for protection of intellectual property

in our nation's Constitution •••• "To promote the progress of

science and the useful arts ••• ," I feel the various branches of

our Government should encourage research and provide all possible

means for bringing the fruits of Government-supported research'
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into broaq use for public benefit. . This is best done within the

patent system which provides incentives and rewards for the

scientists whose inventions provide such benefits. It should

that the entrepr~neurial effort in licensing

and····.developIng.:Given€Iveconcept§·····tO····themafiUflfcturing ··stage····is·····

essential if the public is to benefit. In my opinion, the use of

IPAs for colleges and universities is a much needed step in that

direction. Extension of the IPA approach to other granting

age~cies can only be constructive.

Before concluding my statement I should like to remark on the use

·of the word'''monopoly'' in conjunction with patent rights.

Patents, per se, are not monopolistic. Patents are public

documents conveying full disclosure of inventions and are

publications in every sense of the word. Patents convey only the

right to exclude others for a limited time from making, using and

.... c·"··(·se1:1ing·produet.s·······or·process.es.un1esS a ..·licens.e.i.s.. obtained f.rQm .

~he patent owner to practice the patent rights. Patent owners

can and often do license others under their patents, thus setting

up competitive situations. Patents encourage entrepreneurs to

bring new products and processes to' the public, and they may

stimulate others to "invent around" the patent claims; this is

especially true of patents covering widely accepted, profitable

products. This stimulates and encourages research on competitive

products. In accordance with the spirit as well as letter of the

constitutional mandate, the possibility of a patent grant 'is a

• t
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It is important to note that under present regulations the

Government does not pay royalties on patents covering inventions. .

conceived or developed in whole or in part with Federal financial

. support, regardless of the ownership of the patent rights.

In negotiating licenses where exclusivity is required in order to

bring a product to market, Research Corporation determines the

time limitation through mutual agreement with the licensee in

each situation based on estimates of how long it will take to

:get products on the market, recoup the initial investment and

make a reasonable return on the investment; lihile the length of

exclusivity varies from case to case, a reasonable exclusivity

period in the case of pharmaceuticals, pesticides and like

materials is five years from date of first marketing. This is

the time limit stated in the proposed Government-wide IPA. These

marketable products often st.eID from HEW and ~SF supported

research, and since this standard is reasonable, I would support

it.-
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Now,I would 1ike'to cover briefly a matter relating to Research

Corporation which was addressed by Mr. Herz, General Counsel for

NSF, at the May 22 hearing before this Committee., I have

reference to the work done on a three-year grant to Research

Technology Incentives Program of the National Bureau of

Standards. This grant was to cover an experimental approach

directed toward enhancing the patent awareness of university

researchers and instructing them' ih' how' to recognize Lnvent.Lons

,when they occur, and, then, what to do with them in order to

transfer the new technology for public use. The basic objective

······of this work was to~nrid' some iway to'search out and bring 'into

public use more inventions than has heretofore been the case.

Two reports on this work (which was completed in November, 1977),

are in preparation. One, which will be issued shortly, is an

instruction manual designed for use by universities and colleges

,in setting up and operating their own invention administration

offices. The other details the experimental procedures and

analyzes the results of the three-year program. This second

report will be available within about' bolO months.

The field work was carried out at eight carefully selected

institutions to try to delineate some of the most important

factors preventing the recognition of inventions, patentable or

not, which might be of value to the general public. Interim

-~ .".:'
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..
summaries of the results have already been presented at various

, professional society meetings. It is contemplated that

additional presentations will begin shortly and continue over the

next few years. Various aspects of ' the work are planned for wide

i~..www."._••".k····d±ss·emitnat.ion.•·••k•.Qn.".the@basis.••.o.f••the••.•resJ;l.lt.s.: obtained, we fully

r expect that the number of ~nvent~on d~sc10sures per $1 m~ll~on of

funding, Federal or othenvise, can be doubled or tripled by using

the techniques evolved in the experiment. A copy of a summary of

the final qualitative results is appended to this statement.

This summary was presented at an international meeting of

representatives of National Research Development Qrganizations

from 16 countries in Seattle just last Thursday, June 15, 1978.

Although there are many other facets of the subject of Government

patent policy which could and should be addressed, I shall

conclude my testimony at this point.

'R!rsonalIy~'andon'l'enaIfor1tesearCIr'COrpOran6ff;raPPreOia:te

very much the Committee's kind attention, Mr. Chairman, and

convey to each member my thanks for the opportunity to address

this body. If anyone has questions for me, I shall be pleased to

answer them to the best of my ability.
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On December 12, 1980, President Carter signed into law a piece of legislation

which most of US refer to as the University and Small Business Patent Act of

1980.

News of this event reached me in Detroit within an hour of its occurrence.

hopelessly beyond our grasp, which had eluded our most determined efforts

for years, had now be~ome an incredible reality. It was a time for

celebration, and also for reflection. Were we together then, we would

have recounted, laughingly, the hours of our despair, while toasting the

heroes and roasting the villains of a truly epic struggle.

I am sure there were parties somewhere, in Washington perhaps, where a few

'of our number could add the warmth of comraderie to the joy of victory.

Yet most of us, being removed from one another by a considerable distance,

were obliged to rejoice in solitude, if not also in silence.

event, we have an opportunity to

rejoice together. I have not come here today to explore with you the

problems which lie ahead, nor to discuss the proper distribution among

ourselves of specific assignments. I have come, rather, to celebrate what

has already been accomplished. It is time to luxuriate in the knowledge

not merely that we have won, but that, by all that is holy, we deserved

to win.
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What was the darkest hour of the campaign? It was not, as some might

conjecture, when we were farthest from victory. Indeed, our progress

~as remarkably steady, albeit agonizingly slow, so that we inched closer

to victory each day. The darkest hour was marked instead by· the severity

of our casualities. The nadir was reached on December 12, 1978, exactly

It is a tradition among employes everywhere, and among federal employes

especially, for a departing worker to be escorted to luncl1 on his final

day by a coterie of his friends and office mates. Such occasions can

range from the simply bittersweet to. the hila,rio\1S. And.. sometimes ,very.

rarely, they can be poignant beyond description. Norm Latker had been

fired by Joe Califano and December 12, 1978 was his last day on the job.

After 22 plus years of federal service he was being terminated without

separation pay for alleged departures from official DHEW policy. I was

but arranged to be in

There were just three of us for lunch.

Argonne Laboratories during this period
final

on that/ day.\\ashington

working at

Norm,
was then

h ..••.•
y

••••••••••• "m:"seTf;' "and "Dave .Eden',"my"'former'special' assistan·t· ·at··.Gomme·rce wholw.:i.th 7 .

the Department of Energy. Our purpose, Dave's and mine, was to assure

Norm of our continuing coromitlnent to the j oint undertaking, and more· especially

to one another. It was not a sad meeting,though the situation itself was

grim. ~e were sustained by the conviction that the Civil Service

Commission would ultimately set aside Norm's dismissal as illegal, restoring

him to his post with full back pay. This eventually transpired,.except

that Norm got no back pay since his income as a private patent attorney

during the layoff period far exceeded what he would have earned as a civil

servant.
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It would have helped had we kn~~ then that Califano himself wQuld soon

be dismissed by the President and that the President would prove willing

to sign into law a policy which Califano had dismissed Norm Latker for

espousing.

sh,,""",>,,;,,'_"""''''_'''''=''''''O ~-' """·"~~"'-'C_"':¢;~";'_e,·'''''''';';'_'''~ '''-''''-"';''.'~'~~'''_' ."""",.'"""'"".",,;,,.~,,.,,;. "-";""';"';'~"·";"'''''''-''·'''''""''''_''",,,,.,',.v,',''';;';_·_"""'W"-"~',~ __' ,.~,.,,,,,, "'~"g __'_" ._",;•.•~"_.._",._. ", " M
Califano was indeed the arch villain of the entire artaTi', ~ye't' hi,if8'eiCcesfses' ," """""""'" 8'"

helped our cause tremendously, turning otherwise ~~~ parties to our

side. Yet, he was not around at the beginning.

immediately prior to theu_ ~~~~_ ~.. late 1974The very first battle t ool n'"M <n

establishment of the Ener.gy.. Research .and Deve Lopment; Administxati,clI1.(E:RDA),

At issue was the patent policy which would guid~ the contract and grant

activities of this new agency, President Ford was anxious to get started with

his energy initiatives of which ERDA was to be the cornerstone. His ea~erne8s,

however, .
/ left him vulnerable to a handful in Congress who saw an opportunity to impose

rigid patent policies up~n the fledgling organization. We fought this

opposition to a standstill, then turned the tide so that, in the end, ERDA's

"""""'" "'!fi~rfe:nt""j51n'fcY"'t::'lr§"'lf"'11:l'trrbe:tte:r"th'an"that"fc}Und':In'many' fede,ral"prog,rams'i' ""

We were aided in this endeavor by an extraordinary communication from the

Executive to the Legislature, It may well be without parallel in our history.

It said, in effect, that the administration had carved out a compromise with

Senator Hart, the leader of the opposition, and that the President would

veto any bill which departed from the text of that compromise in the slightest

particular. Tne battle ended with a minor victory for our side: we had averted

disaster and had actually gained a little ground,

--'
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We were beginning to recognize our friends and win new ones. These

included Congressmen Craig Hosner, Don Fuqua, Mike McCormack, and

Barry Goldwater, Jr. On the other side were the rest of the House and

the whole of the Senate, or so it appeared. Our leading foes were

Kastenneier, and in the House. and Hart and

"1'" ,,' , ,,,'"W" ",,",',', ,,' "~'oW " ' ' '''''''' N, eo' , M 'O', T' " " "" ,,, '''mb'00 ",',,' , ,,, "', ,'M"00 n, "'" ""'," , ,,,,,,,,, '''I' ' , ""'" ''',,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,'"
, Long in the Senate. We shoula also reme er !\ernie Nash, Senator Hart s

aide, wno was both tenacious and indefatigable in his opposition. He

was a worthy adversary and fully deserving of our respect, and perhaps

even some grudging admiration. Unlike Joe Califano, Bernie Nash made few

mistakes and he pushed no one into our camp.

And what about the good guys. The inner circle consisted of about six

members of the Executive Subcommittee of the Committee on Government Patent

Policy. These six were charged with the task of organizing an active

constituency from among those who shared our philosophy. Their efforts

produced strong support and write-in ca~aigns fro~ the American Bar

Association, the National Small Business Association, the National Patent

"Cou.-rcil";" th'e' 'Chamber '0 f"Comnfe'rce ;"the"N'atiorral"As'sod:'at:i:on 'of "Manuf'actur'ers~,"'''''''' ''''00'' 00""

Aerospace Industr:i:es Association, and like groups. Nom Latker was

chairman of a subcommittee dealing with ~,iversity patent policy. It was

his job to organize the univers:i:ty sector and he did so magnificently, ex-

tracting immediate pronouncements of support from the American Council on

Education, and NACUBO (National Assoc:i:ation of College and University

Business Officers), from which organ:i:zation your ow~ has sprung. SUPA

came later, but' we soon found ourselves with a team of dedicated supporters

at the cutting edge of technological advancement. There is always a first,

even among equals, and the first one on my list must be Howard Bremer of
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the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation. With him were:

Neils Reimers of Stanford

Larry Gilbert then of MIT, now of Boston University

Ray Woodrow of Princeton and later the first President of SUPA

Ray Snyder of Missouri

Bob Johnson of the University of Florida

Earl Freise then of Northwestern and now of N. Dakota

Clark McCartney of the University of' Southern Cal

Tom Martin of Utah

Will Farnell of Minnesota

Ralph Davis of Purdue

Ed XcCordy of Washington University (St. Louis)

Alan Moore of Case Western

Mark Owens of the University of California

Rodger Ditzel then of Iowa State, now of University of Cal

Ed Yates of Johns Hopkins

Dennis Barnes then of the University of Virginia, now science

Bill Burke of Georgia

Tom Evans of Michigan Tech

Joe Warner of Yale
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With the first battle over, we were stronger - far stronger - than we

had ever been. Rather than dismantle our army, we decided to take the

offensive. Together we wrote a patent policy that was as perfect as we

could make it, one totally devoid of the shortcomings associated with

political expediency. In short, we set out to educate the misinformed,

that we wrote is known today as Thornton - not the Thornton Bill or the

Thornton Act - just plain Thornton. The University and Small Business

Patent Act is T:,ornton applied to universities and small businesses.

The name Thornton comes, of course, from Ray Thornton who introduced our

bill to a reluctant if not hostile House of Rapresentatives. Ray is now

President of Arkansas State University, from which vantage point he must

certainly look back w~th pride upon what he has wrought. He must also be

surprised, given the fact that the bill was never reported out of committee\

nor indeed were hearings ever scheduled.

l,e learned during these years that, of all the persuasive arts, education

is the slowest. pnd the education of politicians is slower yet. From a

rsonal nninr of view, I was keenly aware that time was running out.

As the inauguration of President Carter approached, there remained two 00-

finished peices of business.

First - to prevent the imposition of federal control on Recombinant DNA

experimentation, and

Second - to legiSlate Thornton.

_~--.--d
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The completion of these projects would depend upon the organization I left

behind. In fact, more was accomplished after I left than when I was present.

My successor, Jordan Baruch, pulled a Joe Califano. He repudiated Thornton

absolutely and irrevocably ,,11ich made everybody work twice as hard for

Thornton as they might have otherwise.

Almost a year after the Carter Administration had begun, Senator Gaylord

Nelson announced that his Monopoly Subcommittee would begin a truly extra

ordinary set of hearings:

"These hearings," Nelson said, "would examine efforts by a highly

placed group of Commerce Department employees - most of them hold

overs from the two previous administrations - who are trying to

persuade Congress to repeal laws that now require certain agencies

to take title to the benefits of research paid for by the public."

"The Commerce Department group, kno,,~ as the Government Patent

Policy Committee, has been circulating a draft report among

aimed at dr~ng up Congressional support

for repeal of laws that prohibit granting exclusive marketing

rights to companies which developed inventions with government

financed research."

"If this group of Commerce Department employees has its way, the

government would end up givinga,..ay to a small number of companies

the rights to every invention produced through government financed

research."
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In truth and in fact, this set of hearings was intended to be a pre-emptive

strike against Thornton - to prevent a Thornton-type bill from be~ng

introduced in the Senate, and to send a message to members of the House.

The witness list included a lot of my old sparring partners, including

with some new players.

By some incredible coincidence, my name popped up a couple of dozen times

during these hearings, even though I've been gone for almost a year,

Representative Seiberling observes at one point that "Assistant SecretaD'

Ancker-Johnson was almost fanatic in opposition: she was the leading

protagonist in doing everything she could to stymie compulsory licensing.!'

Senator Long accuses me of making the same old, tired, discredited claims

to justify the giving away of ,government owned rights. Then he gets to

the heart of the lem. He says;

"In April, 1977, a bill was introduced in the other body (H.R.6249)

and, I must confess, it is a beaut. This is what a real giveaway

should be like. It gives everything away: it doesn't leave even

a sliver of meat on the bone."

"This proposed legislation is one of the most radical, far-reaching

and blatant giveaways that I have seen in the many years that I

have been a member of the United States Senate."

Coming from Senator oil-depletion-allowauce Long, this is h~gh praise indeed.
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The government was found liable and the matter remanded for the assesS1llent

of damages, among other things. I don't know' how much the damages will be,

but every penny will come out of the taxpayers' pocket for conduct whi.ch

Mr. Califano, a lawyer, should certainly have known to be unlawful. If you

think that I have had difficulty in rationalizing Mr. Califano's conduct,

............. ··lis·t:gn··to 'what ·the· court··has···to· say·.·····.

"Dr. Richmond's decision may also have been prompted by a

memorandum from Joseph Califano, then serving as Secretary

of HEW, in which Califano notified Dr. Richmond that he had

asked the HEW Inspector General to review the decision process

which led to the grant of the AS&E exclusive license, Califano "s

memorandum was dated July 21, 1977, the same date that

Dr. Richmond wrote his letter to AS&E purporting to cancel the

license agreement. In his memorandum, Califano stated, "In

view of my general concern with respect to the contract pro-

curement process within the Department, I am interested in

knovf.ng how this decision was made. !I This language is difficult

•• M •••• to ..reconcile."dth .that..l"h.iclt.1l:PI'eared in a letter Califano had
- ... ' -, ~·'__<',,"M,~•• ·., "-'W"':,' ch",·r."•.,._.·._.~.>""_~,_.,_",, ,_,',~,,_': '_··"_""~d.",'_'~/_ '.',,,/,,_._~" "r•.•~",..w .....c'~""_"e"" ~"/'~_""" __""'''__~''=""",~_,,,,/,,.",,,,,,",,".,., .•~%,,""",.,

written to the Speaker of the House, Thomas (Tip) O'Neill, less

than one month earlier. In his letter to the Speaker, Califano

stated, "I am pleased to report that the Department has now

granted and returned a limited exclusive license under these

inventions to AS&E as an incentive toward their commercial

development. " His letter to the Speaker concluded that "this

matter has now been resolved in a manner which is fair and

equitable to AS&E, the Department, the public and other manu-

facturers of CT Scanners."
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Returning to the events which were occurring in the Senate around the

time of Senator Nelson's Damascus-Road conversion, you will recall that

Senat ors Bayh and Dole introduced the University and Small Business Patent

Act, and began hearings thereon. At this set of hearings our side got a

chance to testify and we did so with a vengeance. Our opponents began

cross-examination - all except Rickover who never answers questions

an)~ay. He deserves high marks for persistence if not for perspicacity.

The remainder'of the story is well known to all of you. ~bat you may not

know are the names of the heroes whose roles were playea behind the scenes.

I will not reveal the identities of the remaining members of the Executive

Subco~ittee, since I don't want anybody to get fired the next time we have

a change of aCffiinistration. You already know that Norm is one of these.

Kor is there time for me to tell you the exact contributions of those individuals

~~ose names I feel compelled to mention today. It would'take hours to do

Instead. I will indicate the capacity in which

each one came to be of significant service to our cause.

Joe Keyes - Association of American Medical Colleges

Shelly Steinback - American Council on Education

Eric Schellin- National Patent Council and National Small Business Assn.

Tom Arnold - Patent Attorney, Officer of Texas Bar Assn., the American

Bar Assn., the Licensing Executive Society and the American Patent

Law Society. Each of these groups supported our legislation.

Barry Leshowitz and Brenda Levenson - Aides to Senator Dole. Barry is

now on the faculty of the University of Arizona. I'm not sure ~~ere

Brenda is at the moment.
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Ed Brenner - Former patent connnissioner and President of the

Association for the Advancement of Invention and Innovation.

Francis Browne - Patent Attorney and officer of ABA

Frank Cacciapaglia and BarrY Grossman - Patent Office officials

with responsibilities for Congressional liaison.

i'·'i%,.0A\"Phi'06,",="'0'*(~M.*W"-K0i0'H~"i:'!';9M"")';E»'ri':ji'-d",,Ga4J::~q,Re<s2:!l&:'S~VdHo;useiwS..ci.en,ca,.x:.;an.dw;te.chn.o,.lO"~""*iCP~~~.tht,§:",~""".,,_§,.t,:9.:J,,fg,b(("i!;;;')'C"''''''''''-'!N£'''''~'<'';'''''''''':;0.'1'.<,,,,,,4/''''''-''"',,81

now .

Mike Superata - House Science and Technology Connnittee staffer 

later with House Ways and Means.

Joe Allen - Aide to Senator Bayh - now Executive Director of

Intellectual Property Owners, Inc., a non-profit association.

Darcia Bracken - Congressional Staffer to Ray Thornton. I believe

that Darcia is now with NASA.

Julie '!cDonald - Administrative Assistant to Ray Thornton. Present

whereabouts not kno.~ to my staff - though probably back in

Arkansas from which she is fully expected to return as a

Congresswoman in her o'~ right. Let's hope so.

Lester Fettig- Headed up the Office of Federal Procurement Policy

in the Carter Administration. Gave uS more assistance than any

other Carter appointee.

L.

~~. ~JuliusNTabin~:': patenT·A:ttorrrey··to ·S·a:1:k"Institute.····

Rudy Vignone - Director. of Governmental Relations, Goodyear Tire

and Rubber Company.

Brendan Somerville - National Association of Manufacturers.
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How's that for an impressive array of talent! Kind of makes you wonder

sometimes why it took us so- long. Could we have made it without them?

Probably not, and even if we could, we wouldn't be there yet. So we

really do owe them a debt of gratitude. And yet, having said that, let

us not overlook one incontrovertible truth:

You know, and 1. know, that it is we who did it, and I for one am dam

proud of it!
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inventions arising from funded research.

small business the right to own their inventions made

existing statutes required certain agencies to own

Prior to this time, the only

Reasonable Pricing - A New Twist for March-In ~ights

under the Bayh-Dole Act

with federal funding.

Simply put, the legal philosophy of Bayh-Dole is

this: if the government accords broad marketplace

prerogatives to the developers of government-funded

inventions, practice supports that such inventions are

far more likely to be developed and disseminated to the

The law holds that intellectual property rights

should be accorded in full to the innovators, rather than

to the government agency that financed their research,

and that developers should be free to leverage their

property rights to their advantage in the market place as

intended by tpe patent system.
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Although there was spirited opposition to Bayh-

Dole when it was brought before Congress, abroad

political consensus was ultimately built around the

disseminating government-sponsored inventions than

bureaucracies could.

The Act has been enormously successful. As the

Economist Magazine put it recently, it is "the most

inspired piece of legislation to be enacted in America

over the past half-century." F.N. Economist

In practice, Bayh-Dole has fostered a potent

four-way partnership between researchers, their

institutions, government and industry. That partnership

ahs evolved into a powerful engine of practical

innovation, producing innumerable advances that have

extended life, improved its quality and reduced suffering

for hundreds of millions of people.

Universities in particular have been very

successful in commercializing their inventions. The Act

is generally credited for contributing to the dramatic

increase over the last 20 years in the number of
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university inventions reported, patents granted, royalty

bearing licenses negotiated, collaborative agreements and

new startups.

a tenfold increase in the patents they generate, spun off

more than 2,200 firms to exploit research done in their

labs, created 260,000 jobs in the process, and now

contribute $40 billion annually to the American economy.

Having seen the results, America's trading partners have

been quick to follow suit. F.N. Economist

Notwithstanding the unquestioned success in

meeting its objectives, opposition to the Act continues

on the basis of variations on the thesis that the public

should not be charged, or

goods based on inventions which the opponents maintain

taxpayers have already paid for. The growing success of

the Act has been accompanied by an increasing number of

articles pressing this thesis as a solution to the rising

cost of healthcare especially prescription drugs

protected by patents. One such article by Peter S. Arno

and Michael H. Davis gives a new variation on this old

thesis by asserting that the march-in provisions of Bayh-
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Dole attached as a condition of ownership were clearly

intended to be used to combat the price of drugs invented

by universities with federal funding identified by the

article to address the Arno/Davis article and its

consequences.

THE HISTORY OF MARCH-IN RIGHTS

A. 1947 Attorney General Report

March-in Rights as a condition of ownership of a

government-funded invention were first suggested in the

1947 Attorney General's Report and Recommendations to the

President as part of an appropriate government patent

government research and development program after World

developed to cover the expandingwhich was

War II. That report recommended that "the contractor (or

his assignee who might acquire ownership) shall be

required to offer nonexclusive licenses at a reasonable

royalty to all applicants" if the contractor or assignee

does not place the invention in adequate commercial use

within a designated period.
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B. 1963 and 1971 Presidential Memorandum and Statements

Thereafter, similar march-in rights provisions

attached to contractor ownership were used in the

s

Patent Policy by Kennedy (1963) 12 and Nixon (1971) 13.

These were implemented as part of the Federal Procurement

Regulations14 and various agency procurement regulations.

The Kennedy Memorandum

According to Section l(f) of the Kennedy

Memorandum, the government shall have the right to

require the granting of a nonexclusive royalty-free

license to an application if the contractor or grantee

licensee or assignee has not taken effective steps within

who has been to own17 the invention. its

three years after the patent issues to bring the

invention to the point of practical application18 or (2)

has made the invention available for licensing royalty

free or on terms that are reasonable in the circumstances

or (3) can show why it should be able to retain ownership

for a further period of time. The fourth paragraph of

the Kennedy Memorandum made clear that the reason for
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this march-in right was, as in the 1947 Attorney

General's Recommendation, limited to "guard against

failure to practice the invention."

The march-in rights in section l(f) of the Nixon

Memorandum are very similar1 9 to those in the Kennedy

Memorandum except that the working requirement was

expanded to assignees and licensees and the Government

could also require the granting of an exclusive license

to a responsible applicant on terms that are reasonable

under the circumstances if the patent owner was not

pursuing practice of the invention. The authors note

that the concept of "reasonable terms" as used in the

Kennedy and Nlxon memorandums was a

the licensing of inventions. There is no language in

these memorandums directed to the availability or price

of a patented invention arising from federally funded

research.

C. Institutional Patent Agreements

The Bayh-Dole Act relies heavily on

Institutional Patent Agreements (IPA) which were used by
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NIH beginning in 1986 and NSF in 1973 to handle

inventions for universities with an approved patent

policy. Under the IPA, the university had a contractural

NIH or NSF funds, eliminating the arduous task of

justifying such ownership after identification of such

invention. Bayh-Dole is considered a codification2 1 of

the IPA, which was authorized for agencies in 1978 and

had a march-in provision similar to that of the 1947

Attorney General's recommendations. The model IPA was

developed by the University Patent Policy Ad Hoc

Subcommittee2 2 of the Committee on General patent Policy

of the Federal Council of Science and Technology after

receiving comments from many agencies and universities.

However, implementation of the IPA was postponed for 120

days at the request of Senator Gaylord Nelson on March

17, 1978, who held hearings. The IPA regulation became

effective on July 18, 1978. 24

Prior to Bayh-Dole there was little activity in

march-in rights. At most, the focus was on whether a

particular invention funded by the government was being

used. During the Nelson hearings, march-in rights were
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discussed. In particular, Donald R. Dunner, 1 s t Vice

President of the American Patent Law Association,

indicated that:

The point has been raised that march-in
rights have been available for 10 years, and
they have never been used; ergo, they are a
failure. We submit that is not the case.
There is no evidence to indicate that march
in rights should have been used in a
specific situation and were not used. In
fact, we submit the high probability is
quite the contrary. Where an invention is
significant, we submit that the marketplace
will take care of the situation.
Competitors who want to use a given piece of
technology follow a standard routine
procedure. They first determine whether
there is any patent cover on the
development, and then they evaluate the
patent cover. If they feel they want to get
into the field, they will try to get a
license. If they cannot get a license in a
Government-owned situation, they will go to
the Government agency involved, and they

will point to the conditions which the IPA
specify as to when march-in rights should be
applied; they will provide the information
necessary for that evaluation to be made,
and we submit in any given situation where
march-in should be applied, they will be
applied. 25

(MOVE CELL-PRO AND ESSENTIAL INVENTIONS HERE

AS EXAMPLE OF HOW RIGHT DUNNER WAS)
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Council on Governmental Relations THE BAYH·DOLE ACT

T, echnolo~'tr~~fe~-thetransfer of r:search resul~ .
. [romtuniversities co the 'commercial sector-c-is

dosdYlinkedt:b·flJ.ndamehl::il"rese~ichacl:ivities"iii-u.rii'~'".

versieies. The :concept is said to have originated in a
repon, entitled "Science-s-The Endless Frontier" which
Vannevar Bush wrote for the President of the U.S: in
1945.At that time, the success of the Manharran Project
had demonstrated the importance ofuniversiry research
to the national defense. Vannevar Bush, however, rec
ognized the value of university research as a vehicle for

. enhancing the economy- by increasing the flow of
knowledge-to be used byindustry through support of
basic .science-Hisreportbeceme instrumental in pro
viding a-substantial 'and-continuingincrease in funding
ofresearch by the federalgovemmenr. It stimulated the
formation of the National Institutes of Health (NIH),

Introduction

Abstract

A guide to the law and implementing
regulations .

In preparing the material, the COGR Subcommittee
ori TechriOlogyTransfei drew on the assistance of mariy
COGR universities. Their help is gratefully acknowl
edged; Reproduction for purposes of sale or profit is
prohibited without 'the-wrinen consent of the' Council
on Governmental Relations. Otherwise" reproduction
is encouraged.

This document, which deals with the Bayh-Dcle Acr,
isintended to inform the public about technology trans

fer at U.S. research universities. This Guidehas a corn
pendium piece, entitled "University TechnologyTrans
fer-c-Qcesdons and Answers". Although each document

::::::::':::::::::::'::::::'::¥~~m;;~~;~~p~~}lf~~:~~~~r~~~~~~~::':::::::':::::'::::::~:;r~cl:~~~:cl:[~i;S:~~~;;gx:;£;if;E:ri[~EF;mTI,~":':::r
. . . .. fV" to industrycan be dated to the 1980 enactment ,:

Jeer, of P..L. 96,517, the Bayh-Dole Acr, and amendments i
The Council on Governmental Relations is an organi- included )nP.p,!'8-629, passed in 1984. This paper r

zation which includes-among its members over 135 provides --a s~:ai}r of the legislation and the.imple-
research intensive universities. This booklet does not meming,regulti.tJorts; 'and describes some of me results
claim to be a'manual of universiry technology t;ansfer to date. », " ' •.

and.licensing activities.Rather, it illustrates rhe.philoso
phy and proce.sses currently practiced in the university
community;

fice of Naval Research (ONR). Due to the success of
these and otheragencies, the funding of basic research
is now considered a vital role of the federal government.

In the 1960s and 1970s, there was much studyand de
bate surrounding federal patent policy, which eventu
ally resulted in legislative activity. A major concern was
me app~~nt inability of the federal government to
transfer its technologies. There was" no government
wide policy regarding ownership of inventions made
under federal 'funding and me diversiryIn policies
among the various funding agencies resulted in a-mea-
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ger flow of government assisted inventions to the pri
vate sector. In 1980, the federal government had ap
proximately 30,000 patems and only 5% of these led to

new or improved products.'

commercial concern.s. to promote the utilization of
inventions arising from federal funding.

• It was clearly stated that universitIes may elect .ro re
tain tide to inventions' de~'"eloped through govern-

Late in, 1980, legislators arid the administration finally
decided that the public would be served best by a policy
which encouraged ciJe utilization. of inventions pro
duced under federal funding and which promoted the 
participation of universities and small businesses in de
velopment ~d commercialization processes.

Bavh-Dole Act and Related legislation

T he' Bayh..Dole Act and subsequent amendments
.provide the basis forcurrenr university technology

transfer practices. The. federal parent and licensing
policy was shaped by four events which occurred be

tween 1980 and 1985.

1..On December 12, 1980, PL. 96-517, the Bayh-Dole
AcT. was enacted into law:This stature' contains several
· ".. ,
1.J;O.ponant prOVlSlons-:

• A uniform federal patent policy was established.

• Universities were encouraged to collaborate with

part or rne agencies to permit rights to an invention to
rest with me universities and other grantees/contractors
mat develop them.' The government would not relin
quish ownership of federally funded inventions to the

. inventing organization. Instead, it would make such
inventions available by non-exclusive license to anyone
who wantedto practice them.

As a result, an organization had no exclusive right to
manufacture and sell a resulting product. Understand
ably, companies were not .interested in the development
of early stage inventicns.it.when products finally were
ready to reach the market, competitors could acquire a
license and could.then manufacture and sell the same
products. Government remained unsuccessful in at
tracting private industry to license government-owned
patents, because what belongs to everyone, belongs to

no one.

elect to OWP..

• The government re~in's,'a.non-exclusive license to

practice the inverlti~n_~hr9u,ghout t~e world.

• The governmen:'-.·;~~i\~s··ma'rsh-~nrights.

m Preference in licensing must be given to smallbusi
ness.

• Federal agencies. weredirected to extend the Statu
tory terms beyond universities and nonprofit orga~

nizations .. to for-profit grantees/contractors as well.

• The Federal Acquisition Regularions (FAR) were
amended on March 30,1984 to assure that allR&D
agencies' would implement the Bayh-Dole Act and
the. Presidential Memorandum.

~ 4. On Novem:be~ 8. 1984. the original' statute was
amended. The new language, referred to as Rl., 98-620;
provides further refinements:

• Special federalrights in.inventions.

• Reporting requirements for -universities electing
title.

•. Uniform guidelines f9'rgr~ting licenses were pro
vided.

2. On February 10, 1982.:ilie Office of!vl~agement and
Budget issued policy gU.l.dancero federal ~gencies for
implementing the Act; This guidance isknown as OMB
Circular A~124.3The government clarified the. follow
ing provisions:

• Standard patem rights clausesfor use in federal fund
mg agreements.

3. On February 18, 1983,& Presidential.Memorandumon
"Governme~tPatent .Policyt was 'issued. It 'mandated . , "

,"".'·c~'~m"':,'~=,_,•.~.c".~",:",,,,,,,:,,,,,..,••-,,.,·,,, ~<,.,:.:,""" " ~',.",."" ,." " " " "'"" ':"" " ~" .'~',.; ,.~" :,:; """,." " ,,~,..',,,,"_"~""':":""'...'_:'.\''''~":''':''"'':''C'::'"''-''f~'''''''':''''.'''':''''''''~'C~',,'"
broad application of the newgovernrnerit policy. Two' .
significant aspeers are:
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• The term limitation on exclusive licenses was de
leted.

• The Secretary of Commerce was substituted for the
Comptroller General as the responsibleparty to de
termine "exceptional circumstances" when contrac-

• Upon election of title, the university must file a patent
application within one year, or prior to the end of any
Statutory period in which valid patent protection can

be obtained in the United States. The university musr,
within ten months of the U.S. filing, nocify the agency
whether it will file foreien applications. If the univer-

• If the.university e1~~t:s:to.retaln tide, the federal govern-:,
ment is provided a-non-exclusive, irrevocable, paid-up
license to practicerheinvenrion {or.jiave .. it. practiced
on behalf of the trS;) throughout the world.

• Nt)' company th~~.,hol,ds '!J1 exdusi~~lice~sefor salesin
the Unired Stare~~··rtlusc:~llbsramially manufacture the '
product in the U.S·: Waiversofrhi's rule maybe granted

by' the federal age:l}cY,.~??r:-, .~. showing thatreasonable
but unsuccessful'e:fforis:had'bie·p .made,tQfind a 'com
pany that would ~~ufa~t~.r·e.in.the).J.S"

• Agencies may decide, due to exceptional circumstances,
that title isbetter vested in the federalagency. Such de

, cision must be made up from and becomes part of the
funding agreement .. with the university. The agency
must file an "exceptional circumstances" determination'
with the Department of Commerce, which rules on its
validity. These exceptional'circumsr;nces might pertain
to national security or sensitive research,projeCts.8·

• In some circumstances, the govemmenr can require the
university to grant a license to a third parry.This might

• AS they' proceed to:lianse"', an', jnve-titian,· universities
mu~t give preference to:a smal-l businessflrrn, provided
the firm has the resources and capability, for bringing
the' invention to practical application. However, if a
large company has'provided research support that led
to the invention, chat company may be awarded, the
license.

• Universities may not assigntheir rights to inventions to

third parties,' exs~ffir,y?:!~p~te!l~'maiiage~ent organiza-
tion. :,.,,~:., ,~;~:;,-' ";';-- '

""' .. ,"' .....'" ....--

• Universities mus~~'h~:~ithrh~·inVeijtO~ any inco~e
collected on the irivehclori. fuJ)' remaining 'in~ome, af

"""~'M"'reF'exre'nses';'musrBETls'ea"io"'supp(n;f':'sciFriofic"res'earcn''"''M~:~'~,",-:C'''''c,~'''0"''~

or education.

. ,
iI,

amendmems created incentives for the government,
universities, industry and me small business sector, and
herein maylie the reason for its success. It was not until

v: :,::-1,987, however; that, ail these provisions-the Bayh
Dole Act, its statutory amendment, the OMB policy
guidance and the Presidential Memorandum-were fi
nalized in rulemaking, published by the Department of
Commerce." These rules specify the rights and obliga
tions of all parties involved and constitute the operat
ing manual of the modern technology transfer officer.

Current Regulations

·P' rocedures implementing legislative and 'executive
patent and licensing policy regarding "Rights to In

vemions Made by Nonprofit Organizations end Small
Business Firms" are codified at 37 CFR Part 401. The
Department of Commerce is'designated as me federal

,agency to promote commercialization and to assume
responsibility tc maintain these rules." .A£ technology

· transfer takes place, the following regulations must be
observed: .

''''.

• The provisions apply to all inventions conceived or firsr

~""",".,," "" ..,~"",~",""~,,",.>"~,~~l.lallr .reduced-to practice in the performance of a......... . ... . ·p~;,)~;:;:·;;;h~a;~;·fufiy'~;p;;rnaflrrw;deaSya"T2aem·"····"

agency.

• The university has an obligation to disclose each- new
invention to the federal funding agency' within twO

months after the-inventor discloses it to the university;

• The decision whether or not to retain tide to the' inven- .
cion must be made within two years after disclosing the"
invention to the agency. This-time is shortened, if due
to publication of results, the one year U.S. statutory
patent bar has been set in motion. Under those circum
srances.vrhe university must,'mahan election at least
sixty daysbefore the end of the statutory period.

4 5
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As Vannevar Bush-foresaw, striking economic benefits
to U.S. business heve beena critical spinofffrom 'this
effort. University re!i'~·n:±l::.\~Dd,,·technology rransferhas
spawned the biotechnology industry and led to advances
in' the medical, engineering;' chemical, .compuring and
software industries, among others.Transfer of technolo
gies has led to the creationofnewcompanies, thousands
of jobs, cuning-edgeveducarional opportunities and
spinoff to se,rvice industries. .

H as Bayh-Dole been effective in promoting tech
. nology transfer by universities? 'What measures

can verify its effectiveness: and how much dat~ are avail

able? Some compelling data exist:

• In 1980, there were approximately 25-30 universities.
engaged in technology' transfer; by 1992) there were

200."

Results

occur if theinventionwasnorbrought-to practical-use projects. Certainty. of ride-to .invenrions made.under
within a reasonable rime, ifhealth or safety issues arose, federal.funding proved to be. most significant. While r
ifpublic use ofthe invention ~a.s in jeopardy, or ifother allowing commercialization, tide also protects' -a j'J
legal requirements were not satisfied." researcher's rights to use and continue rebuild en a (

" ~_. _, _.~" ,_"~_ , ' ,., ' " ' '" , ' __,,', "" . . ""'''''' , __ "" ,'____ .. ' specific line of inquiry; Implementation of' uniform ,," I'::
0.,'""•...-..."'.~.".".''')i;.·..~.-'..''''*&-@B....e.. t:nls,j'.O.r...~.pr0Ce.d... Uf. e",can.d'ir.0£he.r.~.-'Flghts,,.and~'0bl.1ga1.iJ0ns"""""'!_0_"""",,,mi0.1t":4-,:,;,w.:.0."'9:"~:"'h1W/.§S'7.''''-2'-,y.'*'':%_?'''a-,,,w·'I··''~WM)('fW~;::Fi'''''''A';'';2:t!-fo/<hCl' '' "h*!WI-'i'Y::¥;'"Y!i;'0''Rte,*;.;c,,·t''''''"'8iW,i~!.'WjB8·'''i/4")i7,=,",!;%;"".<"~'ii"~"W7;%:%bJ.·
_'_""';':""_V'''V""~".,,wv~.,.v~._~ ,. v'" . ..., " . .'. ' ' '. '.' parent an lcensmg proce ureSoecame roe secon . .." . .. ., '.' F;

~bt t1tdie~ a:bovae, aswbdl'~s fudrr~er3e7IuCclFdRlu1400nlv'ofvtha03'5e-', ..'v,v ,.. ,v",v",.,.m~","~,,' -"~' V'~~ngieale1-lt f~r's;c~s$.~t}lltc~n1bin~ticI11vorractorsTe'cr"AV"" 'i'W';";';""~V ,"~.~
ltemS scusse) can e roUD In . an '. .','.. . .. . . .' '.' .. . '

USC
to a tremendous boost munrversrry technologytransfer r-

200-212. . ... <,
acrrviues. I':

I;

~
t.
r
i'
r

~. "T

• Between 1974-1 %4, 84 universities applied for 4,1Cl5
pa,ems (2,944 subsequenclyissued);in 1992 alone, 139
universities received 1,557 patents."

• During 1974....1984, 1,058licenseswer~ granted by uni
versities; in the period ofI989-1990, 1,51ulicenseswere

granted."

• In' 1986, .112 universities reported licensing income of
$30 million; in the two year period or 1989 and 1990,
35 universities reported income of Sl l B million."

• According (Q me General Accounting Office, industrial

""~~-ev:atnple of this spinoff, the licensing 'income in
1989 and 1990 or over $100 million for thirty-five
universities can be extrapolated, on a 4% royalty basis,
'to over S2.5 billion in salesc supporring thousands of
jobs..And, this is onlv pan of the picture. One should
also take into account the funds invested by industry in
development and in supporting these sales. One must
also recognize the investment in new starr-up compa
nies all across the l:.S ... from ·\vhich,pro~ucts~re,forth

coming. Finally, one inusr rerhembei thar ,l!.S~
universities have invested tens of mfllions of dollars
since 1980 in developing their productive technology

in 1990."

• A 1993.survey including 98 universities further illus
trates the growing activity and success in university
technology transfer for fiscal years 1991 and 1992:"

Conclusions

·T hese data lead. clearly to the conclusion that the
.. Bayh-Dcle Acehas.promoted i substantial increase

in technology rransferfrom universities to industry; and
ultimately to me public, as 'products become generally
available. The. Act provided a secure base. to which
universities' could link some of'their key research

Perhaps, most importantly, one must acknowledge how
technology transfer. facilitated bythe Bayh-Dole Kcs;
has improved our lives.Newdrugs, medical treatments,
building materials, consumer products and .diagncsric
devices are but a'few of theproducts that started as an
idea in a university research laboratory and now touch
our lives daily.The Bayh-Dole Act permits universities
to be effective in promoting technology 'transfer, 'We
must: all be mindful of the. tenets from which the Act
was derived, and must be vigilant in: protecting the
rights .granted by rhe Act.

6 7



Footnotes
The rerm universiryfies) as used. in me text applies{Q all grant':'
ees/conrractors.

212.

3 Officeof Managemem and Budget (OMB) CircularA-124was
subsequently codified at 37 CFRPart 401-

The Presidential Memorandum was incorporated inro.the text:

o~ Office of Managementand BudgetCOMB) CircularA-124
00 March 24, 1984.

5 PL 98-620 'amended Chapter 18, of Title 35 USc.

6 Final rules were published on M~rch 18, 1987 (52. FR 8552)
and subsequently codified at 37 CFR Pan 401.1-401.16.

The Secretary of Commerce delegated this authority under 35.
esc 206 to!he Assistant Secretary-forProductivity, Tethnol~
og:. and Innovation.

s Oilier circumstances, not dearly e:1"ucidated in theregularions,
maybe invoked bythe government. Further detail can be-found
in 37CPRPart 40 1.3; generalappeal mechanismsare found in
ParrA01.4.

Such conditions, including appropriate procedures, !lie de
. scribed at 37 CFR Pan 401.6.

1(1 Informal survey of me Association of University Technology'
Managers (AUTM) .

1] -Dara for the 1974.,'1984 period are taken from a General Ac
countingOffice (GAO) repon, entitled "ParenrPohcy- Univer
sities ResearchEfforts Under Public Law96-511"', dated April
1986.

coumingOffice (GAO) report entitled "UniversityResearch
Controlling Inappropriate Access to FederallyFunded Research
Results", dated May 1992.

~3 The source for-the 1986 data. is a GeneralAccounting Office
(GAO) report, entitled "R&D Funding: Foreign Sponsorship
of U.S. University Research", dated March 1988,Appendix L

l~ See reference 12.

" The AUTM LicensjngSurveyi Fiscal Years 1991 and 1992.
"Association otUniversity Technology Managers, Inc., dated
October 1993.

Invention Disclosures: 1991-4,84&:1992-5,645;

Total Parent Filings:.i 991-1,922:1992-2,329;

licenses: 1991-2,096:1992-2;632;

Royalties Received: 1991:$130M:1992-$171M.

8
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(2. DRAFT
Reasonable Pricing - A New Twist for March-In Rights

under the Bayh-Dole Act

John H. Raubitschek'
Norman J. Latker2

r

~.

hi 1980, the Bayh·Dole Act gave universities and small businesses the right to
own their inv~ntionsmade with federal funding. _ Prior to this time, the only existing
staiutes required certain agencies to own inventions arising from funded research.

Although there was spirited opposition to Bayh-Dole when it was orougm
. ""I' before Congress M 1JoO, a broad political eonsensus was ultimately built

. around the notion that market forces would do aJii!rbettet job of
disseminating government-sponsored inventions than bureaueraeds~
could.

.:'~ '.

---"---1

, f Simply put, the legal philosophy of Bayh-Dole is this: if the gover!l11lent
"~*:~:.:..:~,,,.«•••m"';j'·"·=·aeeords·'breacl-.roar-*et':J9laee.•p£e£ega121ves.t@.the.de;v;el@pe£s.@f'13Q;v;ernment""•••••••.•.•.!
.,_._ _ __ ---.. funded.IDveni1ons;Wc~v~s.ar$Iar-moreliKel y· to..·.15.·e. aevetopeaa:ncr·"'·--·i.•

disseminated to the pu e. ?"!IIi:.,-t,c,e ~'eJ"" h fit ~~. •
The la~;_)¥s that intelleetual property rights should beac~rded in full to
the~!Ws.• tather than to the government ageney thatllnaneed their
resear~;,_!-6atdevelopers should be free to leverage their property .,""-
rights to their advantage in the market place as intended by the patent .

•system.. --,,-- .,.. __ .

The Aet has been enormously sueeessful. As the Economist Magazine put
it recently, it is "the most inspired pieee of legislation to be enacted in.. ,,·····,········1llllerica·ovettlle·p·astllarr.::centW:y."········· ' .

'};hat lilay wund ftlw hY1"~ele, hat the impact of file Act has flrdccd been
... aSCOilltmng aUd O,JdhA@lmiagly positive. .. -rw JOII",t:h ~~~ 8,,,*~ ... ¥Jo1t!
.. ..Jtoohas fbstered a potent four-~ypartnership between researchers, their

insti~ens, government and industry. That partnership has evolved into
the,~st powerful engine of practical innovation-in &8 WQdd, producing
innumerable advances that have extended life, improved its quality and

.."t:edueed suffering fer hundreds of millions ofpeople.

~
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Acco;(J,ng to sectiont (f) of the Kennedy Memorandum,. the Govemm'en! shall
ave the right to require the granting of a nonexclusive royalty-free license to ?~

applicant if (1)the contractor or grantee who has been permitted to own'7 the invention,
its licensee or'asslqnee has not taken effective steps within three years after the patent
issues to bring the Invention to the point of practical appjcanon" or (2) has made the
invention available for licensing royalty free or on terms that are reasonable in the
clrcumstances or (3) canshow why it should be able to retain ownership for a further "'_
p'eriod of time. Ther~ was also a march-ln right In section 1(g) if the invention ls .
required for public use by Government regulations or as may be necessary to fulfill __
health needs or other public purposes stipUlated in the contract or grant. "lsI! '$' 'R": ttn
required UGgEda! SQu'd he ss;mlt) fae 21 Oil teJiJJS lI:st diS :casc1iQblo iii lite ._-_

7 Iii I 1.111 lj[iC$. As stated in the fourth paraq raph of the Kilnnedy. Memorandum, the
reason for march-in rights was to "guard against failure to practice the inventio~-, ..--.-
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to assignees and licensees and the Government could also require the grantingof'an············ .
exclusive license to a responsible applicant on terms that are reasonable under the
circumstance The health march-in right In section 1(g) was expanded to refer to
saf~~ .. . at the concept of "reasonable terms" is used in the Presidential

-']I;temoranda wi to the required licensing and not to the availability or price of~
patented invention ari i deraliy funded research. , . .' l ........-.-f...
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r .... '. Bayh-Dole can be considered a
codflcatlon" ofthe IPA, which was authorized for gencies in 197 . The modellPA
was developed by the University Patent Policy Ad Hoc Subcom .. of the
Committee on Government Patent Policy of the Federal I of Science.and
Technology after receiving comments from man ncies and universities. However,
implementation of the IPA was postponed 20 days at the request of Senator
GaYlor.d Nelson onMarch 17, 1978, w . eld. heari.ngs.23 The IPA reg~lation.became
effective on July 1'8, 1978.

24 'Wwi 41(.d '/h _At~.. II"" ih"tJ,./

t ,/l"t/4.1:. fo ~ .
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During the Nelson ~arings, march-in rights were discussed.· ~ ""'~I"
In particular, Donald R. Dunner, 1" Vice President of the American Patent Law e.." 4ft.J ~
Association, indicated that: "'-'A"~ t..

"Much has been said about mars;.h:in':lights.... The point has been raised that ~~.-p J'.~
march-in rights have been available for 10 years, and they have never been ~ ..
used; ergo, they are a failure. We submit that is not the case. There is no ..,.,~!:~

'''evidenceto'jndicatethatmarch-in rights should have bsen use.c! if! a liPeSific .. 4,,~---='.
situation and were not used. In fact, we submit the high probability is quite the £'Ii 7",r"fI
contrary. Where an invention is significant, we submit that the marketplace wiH 9't\
take care of the situation. Competitors who want to use a given piece of &Ill',-::'1
technology follow a standard routine procedure. They first determine whether, e-.,
there is any patent cover on the development, and then they evaluate the patent •
cover. If they feelitJey want to get into the field, they will try to get a license. If
they cannot get a license in a Government-owned situation, they will go to the
Government agency involved, and they will say, 'I cannot get a license.' They
will point to the conditions which the IPA specify as to when march-in rights
should be applied; they will provide the information necessary for that evaluation
to be made, and we submit in any given situationwhere march-in should be
applied, they will be applled.?"_.....-
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DH: There are very few colleges that have escaped this problem.
in the last two days. Between Bentley and Brandeis, Brandeis is '
institution. It has whole departments devoted to the training ofth
directed by Clinton cabinet member Robert Reich, It's a training
Democrats. The other is called Peace Studies. The way to tell wl:
studies programs are legitimate academic inquiries into how to a

An Open Source Think whether or not the program has on its faculty a professor ofmilit
Tank thousand years war has been the normal state ofmankind. Peace

4 u 'Fh~estopewerftll 'd"" • ., '. conCimolCForS;UOU years It nalr15eerf createClB)rone tact alone -
activism·Is"honest'epen,·'"···,·.".·""",, '" ·',"",'d'·d','." " " •.","., ",'·,d.,.·',"",,'·'""d"'d" ,,""""."" "'·"""'d"""·"'" ·.""c.c,'d •

dialogue. Join us! coalition ofpowers or one power s? gr~at that It rmposed peace (
www.thesearchfcrwisdcm.com was too powerful to challenge. To mquire about the nature ofpet

understand the nature ofwarfare. Ifyou are going to organize a 1
program, which will be anti-military, then you organize a peace i

way Tufts and Brandeis have. Their very structure is an abuse of
betrayal of the educational vision. Brandeis' mission statement i:
of scholars united by the search for knowledge. Ifyou pre-comm
is going to be, ifmilitary history and science is not a part ofpeac
you even have begun the inquiry, you have reached a partisan co

Politics and Culture
From the Iraq war, to the
2004elections, get expert
opinion
www.acrosstheaisle.com

No Left Turns
Commentary on the
meaning and significance
ofAmerica,
NoLeftTums.ashbrook.org

ps: How will we know when the objective of Students for Acad.
achieved? Are you optimistic that SAF will achieve its goal?

DH: I think it's going to take years, and it might take decades. E
in restoring fairness, intellectual diversity, inclusion and respect
great gain for both the institution and students in general.

PS: Where has the Academic Bill of Rights been adopted?

DH: We started this campaign in September, and now have 133
campuses nationally. We have legislation moving in seven states
Georgia Senate, and it is in process ofbeing adopted by the univ'
Colorado. If students are as active as they seem to be at Tufts, in
dozens of states and many universities that will have adopted the
Rights. A large part of it is up to the students themselves.

PS: Beyond working with Students for Academic Freedom, wha
wishing to bring intellectual diversity to his college have?

DH: SAF is about the process. Our effort is to get these institutic
themselves to try to adopt reforms that will enhance the value of
getting. The next step for students is to become aware ofwhat's .
courses but should be, register complaints where necessary, and'
compensate for the one-sidedness ofthe faculty by seeking out tl
them. There will be a lot of decent faculty members who will be
to them with these complaints.
No student who hasn't read Frederick Hayek should consider the
has created one of the most formidable perspectives on the most

http://www.tuftsprimarysource.org/issues/22/11/borowitz.html 5/1/2004



confront us, including the issue of so-called social justice. Marx
discredited figure, but every student is familiar with his writings,
Ludwig von Mises both predicted the fall of communism, and ex
socialism wouldn't work. The Left, which supported communisn
the history, sociology, and political science departments of our Sl

interest in suppressing these facts. The best way to do so is to no
Hayek even exists, let alone require that he be read in class. Ever
The Road to Serfdom and The Mirage of Social Justice.

ps: An explicit sex fair was recently held in the lobby of the can
===================cow""a"'s""""a"'C"'C"'o"'ill"'J5"'am""""'e"'d"'"oy a demonstfa'tion'of-sexfoysin'a"ITeslmrar1"['C'ie"='"==~

performancesoftheInfamoiis Vagina Monologues; tonamejust
were all co-sponsored by University departments and carried a d
message. The University's involvement in these activities was cr
groups including this magazine, and subsequently caught the atte
newspapers and television stations. Where do you believe the lin
when it comes to University sponsorship of events?

DH: The problem is that these departments will sponsor left-win
that's all they will sponsor. That's wrong. One of the tenets ofth
Rights is that there should be a fair distribution ofresources for (
speeches. While I think it is a travesty to use the University in th
unnecessary considering the wealth of sexual information availal
personally view the Vagina Monologues as ideological trash, the
every right to hold these events, ludicrous as they may seem to 0

injustice to the community at Tufts, which is much larger than th
sponsoring this, that they don't have equal access to University r
to see Tufts students ask for a budget for events like this [The V~

is known to all the students at Tufts who pay for it, and have an t

these funds, for conservative or other events, whether directly rei

ps: You have talked about how the killing of a friend ofyours b
was a turning point for you in beginning to doubt the radicallefti
subscribed to. Could you detail what later influences further com
transformation to conservativism?

DH: Frederick Hayek was one of them. It wasn't just the murder
the Left reacted to it. The Left defends its own murderers. You c
throughout the country and not come across my books. The Left
justice for itself, that's why it has committed so many crimes ove
social system has a way of dealing with injustices, and while it n
what is in life?-at least it's there. There's a book called In Deni
John Earl Haynes which documents professors in the fields of so
communism. It's called In Denial because they [the professors] a
facts, and are still defending the Soviet system.
It's taken 50 years and still, HBO just ran a Pulitzer Prize-winnir
as sophisticated as a comic book. It was called Angels of Americ
spy for the Soviets look like an angel. Instead ofbeing laughed 0

considered probably the most significant drama in the American
20 years. That's the kind ofperversity to which ideological mom

http://www.tuftsprimarysource.org/issues/22/1I/horowitz.html 5/1/2004



the left enjoys will lead. There is no one to challenge them in the
and those who would are so miniscule in number, it becomes inti
thankless to carry out this task. As a result, the intellectual level ,
the liberal arts is at an all time low.

ps: Liberals seem to have an overwhelming advantage over con:
their ideas. Americans are subjected to liberal attitudes daily, wh
form ofMTV, The New York Times, schools, or Hollywood, to
any exposure to conservatism, most Americans need to take a prt
can conservatives do to change this, and how important is it that

DH:t·l1aveablgproblemWithcalliiigleftfiitiiHoeralii.Thesepec
they were there wouldn't be a problem. They are illiberal. The OJ

liberal about are hard drugs and sex. In everything else, they're c
want to tax and regulate and create rules. Liberalism is a misnorr
use it the way we do is because the left dominates the high cultw
the Left has been able to do this is because conservatives have Ie
Party has paid no attention. Conservative students haven't focus,
with the intention to solve its problems. I know nothing about tln
I'll give you odds and bet you that the lion's share of funding for
conservatives. It's important for Tufts students to be aware of thi
trustees, alumni, and donors.
I already have indications that the Tufts administration is a probl
comparable leftist-written 20 books, been nominated for a bool
contributor to MSNBC instead of FOX, and been well known as
would have been flattered to have me. They would have generou
and shown respect. They don't show respect for the conservative
conservatives probably contribute half of the school's budget. I t
reforming the University would be for the diversity program to iJ
diversity as part of the diversity mandate. I hope students at Tuft
take it to the trustees.

-"-!"
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DOES THAT DOG HUNT?
Concentration ofEconomic Power and Independent Producers

by
Dr. John W. Helmuth

It is bad public policy and bad economics to allow concentration of power
in the food industry.
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The food chain is one ofthe worst of all industries to have substantial
concentration of economic power. Because food is essential to survival, any
concentration of economic power has the potential to result in exploitation of
both farmers and consumers. Food security is also an essential element of
national security. Concentration of economic power in the food industry can
thus endanger consumers, producers, and national security.

~
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c
J
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In 1945, the Noble prize winning economist Frederick Hayek pointed out
·····thatarreeenteipfise, niarR.¢Tecofi(jmYisllIosteffi·-()teIltas-t(JlI~as~e .. .........-

economic decisions about what to produce and how to produce are made by
those closest to the economic circumstances oftime and place. In other words
when economic decisions are disbursed among many independent resource
owners, in the aggregate, their decisions will result in the most efficient use of
resources. Hayek went on to say that the more resources and economic
decisions are concentrated in the hands of a few, whether they be government
bureaucrats, as in the former Soviet Union, or powerful corporate executives
of large companies with substantial market power, the less productive and the
less efficient the economy will be. I know ofno stronger economic argument
for the preservation of individual livestock producers' decision-making and
the preservation of efficient, competitive, public markets.

Dr. Harold Breimyer of the University ofMissouri calls the current trends in
American agriculture "industrial feudalism." To put this characterization in
historical perspective, during the age ofEuropean feudalism, land was owned
by feudal lords in massive estates. These feudal lords had absolute power over
the workers (serfs). Today, mergers, acquisitions, and consolidation is
concentrating sector after sector of our economy, not only in the food system,
but throughout most sectors ofthe American economy. These giant
corporations, Dr. Breimyer points out, are today's counterpart of feudal lords.

To tie this back to Hayek, when a family farmer makes a bad economic
decision only a few people may be hurt--the family, maybe a bank, or local
suppliers. But when a large corporation makes a bad economic decision
thousands can be hurt, possibly an entire industry. A good example is the US
automakers' decision to continue to build large, fuel-inefficient cars in the
1970's during the oil embargo. It took two decades for America to recover
from that bad decision and to once again be competitive with Japanese and
European automakers. Millions ofAmerican workers and consumers were
harmed by that one bad decision.

http://216.239.53.104/search?q=cache:I32MbwB7VvAJ:www.competitivemarkets.comllibr... 5/112004
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Today's increasing concentration ofmarket power in the hands of fewer,
larger companies violates the conditions necessary for a market economy to
work. By definition, successful market capitalism must rest on a dispersion of
resource ownership among many market buyers and sellers, all ofwhom may
have some market power (bargaining power), but no one ofwhich has any
significant degree ofmarket power. These ground rules ofmarket capitalism
are being violated today in America.

http://216.239.53.104/search?q=cache:I32MbwB7VvAJ:www.competitivemarkets.com/libr... 5/1/2004
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to bid up the price ofhomes, reflecting the demand for housing. But, suppose
for a moment that the Air Force--the government--decides to prevent home
prices from increasing by avoiding the public market for houses. Suppose they
try to do this by telling the sellers ofhouses that anyone working at the Air
Force Base who wants to buy a home will only pay the average Indianapolis
home price from last year, before the base announcement was made. Sounds
absurd. Sounds absolutely impossible. Indianapolis would never stand for

.... usuch~a.n_ab.sllhdattem:Rtto close out the public market for houses. But this is
exactly··whatthemeat·packers··arecurrentlyaoing.. iiI1fie.caftlemarl<'¢ts,

In my opinion, that dog don't hunr=t.'---__~
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The Evolution of Modern Technology Transfer

By Norman J. Latker

In 1885, after Louis Pasteur saved a boy witb rabies, patients flocked from all parts of tbe world to his office, but it

···7WaiFtoosmalrto·receiVe·'tli=T1le-ncJtt"Year,'befure"thfTAcademY"Qfo$cieneCS'FFasteUJ;.,fleelare¥'TheFeJ~acnee<L._ ·1·· l
for prophylactic measures against rabies. An anti-rabies vaccine should be created. "

microbiology resulted in an extensive, international public subscription generating a fantastic burst of generosity tbat

built tbe Pasteur Institute as a clinic for rabies treatment, a research center for infectious disease and a teaching

center, witb Pasteur as director.

But, in subsequent years, as tbe early and fundamental discoveries in the life sciences evolved, it became

clear tbat tbe resources necessary to bring tbem to practical life exceeded what tbeir investigators could provide

through tbeir own efforts.

Indeed, Professor and Inventor Frederick Cottrell recognized" ... a number of meritorious patents given to tbe

public absolutely freely have never come upon tbe market chiefly because what is everybody's business is nobody's,
business." This observation led Cottrell to donate his patents and tbeir royalty return from his electrostatic;

precipitator to fund tbe creation of the Research Corporation in 1913 to serveas tbe technology transfer agent for

investigators isolated from tbe commercial marketplace.

In 1925, Professor Harry Steenbock made a similar donation of his vitamin D patents to fund the creation of

tbe Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation limited to serve as tbe technology transfer agent only for investigators at

the University of Wisconsin at Madison. These targeted services were intended to provide greater attention to

reported inventions tban previously provided by universities.

During these early years of tbe century, the services of Research Corporation and WARF were clearly limited

by tbeir resources. The majority of investigators were left to determine on their own whether to pursue moving their

discoveries into practical life.

The huge increase in funding of research and development by tbe federal agencies proposed by presidential

science adviser Vaunevar Bush following World War II brought witb it tbe establishment of a patchwork of different

policies covering tbe ownership of inventions resulting from this funding. Outside tbe Department of Defense, tbe

policies were heavily weighted in favor of government ownership, resulting in eitber dedication to tbe public or

nonexclusive licensing oftbe government's patent rights.

By tbe 1960s, it was clear to tbe science management at the National Institutes of Healtb tbat the department's
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title policy was an impediment to industry development of the life-science

inventions resulting from NIH funding.

The problem was dramatized by increasing numbers of invention-ownership dispntes involving inventions

assigned without notice to NIH to industrial developers by NIH-grantee investigators motivated, as was Pasteur, to

[~~~!h~;::;::::~p.i~~i~:;;;t:;~;;~;~;;;;;;;~f~;;~~~;i~,~;b~~gp~bli~fyaccuse;r6y§~td;
Long's staff of confiscating ownership of 5FU, a breakthrough cancer chemotherapy drug, and licensing it to an

indnstry developer, successfully convinced the department that minimal government funds were involved in its

conception.

Professor Robert Guthrie, a department grantee and the inventor of the then preferred test for PKU

(Phenylketonuria) being marketed by an industrial developer under license, after being publicly pilloried.for

confiscating the invention, assigned ownership to the department.

These cases had a further chilJing effect on industry involvement as they suggested that any amount of

govermnent funding touching an industry invention could result in a similar claim of right by the govermnent.

Thereafter, in 1968, the Govermnent Accounting Office added additional urgency to resolving the problem,

by reporting that, due to department patent policy, inventions resulting from all of NIH's medicinalchemistry grants

could not find the necessary industry support to continue development.

Finally, in 1969, responding to increasing internal pressure, the department changed its patent policy and

established a uniform institutional patent agreement that left ownership to grantee institutions that agreed to staff a

technology transfer office to manage and license these rights when they requested an agreement. The conditions

attached to these agreements reflected the accepted practices of Research Corporation and WARF. The National

Science Foundation followed with similar changes in 1972. Thereafter, HEW (DHEW? Department of Health,

Education and Welfare?) and NSF staff responsible for IPA policy joined together in a long series of interagency

discussions aimed to establish the IPA policy throughout the government agencies,

In 1974, the newly established IPA holders formed the Society of Patent Administrators to enhance outreach

to industry so as to overcome indnstry's continuing resistance to development of government-funded inventions

because they were not made in the companies' laboratories.

In that same year, members of the society found their political legs by assisting in preventing the inclusion in

legislation creating the Energy Research and Development Agency of a requirement for government ownership of
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inventions resulting from its funding.

By 1976,75 IPAs had been negotiated and executed with institutions that received well more than 50 percent

of the annual DHEW extramural funding, and GSA (General Services Administration?) regulations expanding the

IPA policy to the rest of the govermnent agencies, otherwise covered by statute, were accepted by the interagency

. FederarCouncil t"iirScrence and-TeclTIiOto"gy"Jlrrd'published~~·--·_~-_· =.=....=...===

Also in 1976, NIH Director Donald Frederickson agreed, \\'ithfu~-;'o;;se;;toitlieFCsf; to perron me

University of California and Stanford to administer the Cohen-Beyer gene-splicing patent under their IPAs.

Stanford's nonexclusive licensing of Cohen-Boyer to dozens of commercial concerns sparked the start of the biotech

industry.

Notwithstanding the clear record of increasing licensing by IPA holders, DHEW Secretary Joe Califano

instituted a 1977 "reassessment" of the department IPA policy that stopped further invention processing on the

l' .~I~U!J.~ that the introduction of new technology into the marketplace was escalating the price of health care, which

requii~d department oversight. Legislation was introduced in the Senate to provide the department with this oversight

authority at the same time.

• Simultaneously, Sen. Gaylord Nelson of Wisconsin initiated hearings to discuss the legality of IPAs and the

GSA regulations expanding their use to all govermnent agencies.

The Califano and Nelson actions served as the flashpoint for organizations having IPAs to pursue legislation

to assure continuance of the 1969 department policies and their further expansion by the GSA regulations to other

federal agencies having conflicting policies. Led by the University of Wisconsin, Stanford University, the University

of California and Purdue, the IPA community, over a period of two years, was so successful in making their views

known to the Congress that Bayh-Dole passed the Senate by a vote of91-4.

Some suggest that the primary purpose for Bayh-Dole is the production of income for those who participate in

the conception and delivery of inventions to the marketplace. I do not believe that was the primary motivation of the

act's architects. Income, which was a distant possibility at the time of enactment, was viewed only as a collateral

benefit of success. The act is structured so as to assist investigators in their pursuit of direct application of their

discoveries to practical life up to the point of either success or definitive failure.

As such, investigators intuitively understand that the act provides to them the possibility of their advancing

mankind, as Pasteur did, which explains their growing enthusiasm to participate.

w:
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Don't Mess with Success

People will know you're serious when you produce
Muhammad Ali

On August 4,2004 the National Institutes of Health rejected a petition seeking to use the
_ _ ___a!lJhQTiti"sjlfth<;$l!~Qle Act to force Abbott Laboratories to lower the price of

··-NoFVir,animportantp~~ofthe.AIDS:'cocktafI;;.used..b;ymanypatIents~:SiiiceAbbQtt _.....~_.__.w.
had discovered NOFVir at least in part with NIH funds, was the agency correct legally and
as a policy matter to reject the petition?

The answer is yes and yes.

The research alliances between our universities, federal laboratories and U.S. industry are
essential to our economic growth. However, it must be realized that commercializing
federally funded inventions is a high-risk endeavor. By allowing the Government to
come in years later and second-guess product pricing would destroy the system.

While little known in the popuIar press, the Bayh-Dole Act of 1980 has been an essential
part of the American economic renaissance. As The Economist Technology Quarterly
said on September 14,2002:

Possibly the most inspired piece oflegislation to be enacted in America over the
past half century was the Bayh-Dole Act of 1980 ... More than anything, this
single policy measure helped reverse America's precipitous slide into industrial
irrelevance.

Before its enactment, few inventions were commercialized from the billions of dollars
invested in federal R&D at our research universities. The reason was that they were
warehoused in Washington and typically offered to industry non-exclusively. Industry
was not interested without strong patent protections to justify their significant
development risks. A study in the Johnson Administration was unable to find a single
instance where any drug had been developed when the government owned the patent.

Bayh-Dole provided incentives for universities and small companies to nurture
inventions they make with federal funds. University inventors must receive a share of
royalties, the remainder must be invested in research. Preferences are given in licensing
to small companies and those who will develop the resuIting products in the United
States.

The basis for the petition to NIH was a misreading of the rights of the funding agencies.
A great fear when Bayh-Dole was debated in Congress was that companies might license
university discoveries to stop their development when the discovery might threaten a
company's existing products. Therefore, agencies were given the right to "march-in" if a



licensee was not making good faith efforts to move the product toward market. Because
the universities are serving as stewards of the public interest, additional language
required them to make their licenses available on "reasonable terms" for subsequent
commercial development.

l'
j;

Through a misreading of the law and its legislative history (the hearings, Committee
report and floor debate leading to enactment) a public interest group developed a theory
that somehow the university's requirement to license on "reasonable terms" provides the
federal agencies the right to make sure that resulting products are available at reasonable

.pj:i~!'§~JJ.~.§pi!!;:....!lj\?i!1f!~~!}() lfie~~lfS~llfgt01l=~t"by:S~lalors=l:1ayhantH90k.. ..... .. . . ~.~ b
decrying such a misreaning oftherrbm;apenfionwasfilidtoNIH aSK1ngtheagencyto .
"march-in" and regulate the price ofNorvir.

If Congress had intended for government to regulate prices of resulting discoveries,
surely it would have given some guidance on how to define a fair price. Senators Bayh
and Dole would have been poor legislators, indeed, if they had hidden such an intent for
almost 25 years. Legislation is not archeology!

If further clarification was required, former Senator Bayh spoke at the NIH meeting
considering the petition again clearly explaining how the law worked. Ultimately NIH
agreed, rejecting the petition.

Trying to combine technology transfer legislation with product price controls would
again doom federally funded inventions to the dustbin. As NIH reported to Congress,
75% oflicensed university patents were little more than a proofof concept. The vast
majority of such patents are licensed to small compauies.

Thomas Edison said, invention is I% inspiration and 99% perspiration. In the case of
publicly funded R&D, government is typically funding the inspiration and industry the
perspiration. The Economist Technology Quarterly rightly concluded about Bayh
Dole: "A goose that lays such golden eggs need nurturing, protecting and even cloning,
not plucking for the pot."

To paraphrase the Champ, Bayh-Dole has produced, don't mess with it.
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ill Patents ~314(5)
29Ik314(5) Most Cited Cases

ill Patents ~323.2(2)
2'i"323.2(2) Most Cited Cases

A court need not decide the meaning of all disputed
patent claims if the construction of the claims would
have no bearing on the invalidity analysis. 35
U.S.CA. § 282.

HI Patents~99
29lk99 Most Cited Cases

To satisfy the 'written-description requirement, the
specification must describe every element of the
claimed invention in sufficient detail so that one of
ordinary skill in the art would recognize that the
inventor possessed the claimed invention at the time
of filing; thus, an applicant complies with the written
description requirement by describing the invention,
with all its claimed limitations, not that which makes
it obvious, and by using such descriptive means as

.words, structures, figures, diagrams, formulas, et
cetera, that set forth the claimed invention. 35
U.S.C.A. § 112.

. ill Patents~118
291kl18 Most Cited Cases

·····Wllemer··apaleiiCspecificali6trel5ll1pliel;witb··the·
written description requirement is a question of fact;
however, as in other areas of the law, if the court
finds that there is no genuine issue of material fact as
to this issue, summary judgment is appropriate. 35
U.S.CA. § 112; Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 56, 28
U.S.C.A.No.OO-CV·'5161L.

Patent holder brought infringement action against
competitor over patent relating to new generation of
pain relief medication that did -not produce certain
undesirable side effects. particularly stomach
irritation. On competitor's motion for summary
judgment, the District Court. Larimer, J., held that:
(I) patent did not satisfy written description
requirement, and (2) patent did not satisfy
enablement requirement.

March 5, 2003.

Motion granted.

West Headnotes

III Patents ~1I2.5
291k112.5 Most Cited Cases

III Patents ~323.2(5)
29Ik323.2(5) Most Cited Cases

H
Motions, Pleadings and Filings

United States District Court,

=========~:»'.P. Newyo':L .. '" .. .

·i.JNivERSliyoFROCHESTER.;aNew"lork·····
Education Corporation. Plaintiff,

v.
G.D. SEARLE & CO.•INC.• a Delaware

Corporation, et al., Defendants.

A moving party seeking to invalidate a patent at
summary judgment must submit such clear and
convincing evidence of invalidity that no reasonable
jury could find otherwise; alternatively, a moving
party seeking to have a patent held not invalid at
summary judgment must show that the nonmoving
party, who bears the burden of proof at trial, failed to
produce clear and convincing evidence on an
essential element of a defense upon which a
reasonable finder of fact could invalidate the patent.
35 U.S.CA. § 282; Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 56. 28
U.S.C.A.

ill Patents~99
291k99 Most Cited Cases

Patent relating to method of pain treatment, by
targeting cyclooxygenase activity over prostaglandin
H synthase, did not satisfy written description
requirement, even though inventor made some
significant discoveries in the field and patent
described compound, that was necessary to practice
method, in terms of its function; patent did not set
forth any procedure that would necessarily lead to
discovery of such compound, and it did not identify

Copr. © 2004 West. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works.
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C",*.,. !t is not necess~~~ to ,give. precise chemical formula,
or .a tlescnptIon at"a'cffemrcl'if:~strU'cture;-m"~order:~to"""

··········satisfy the' paieiiC"laW's"Written'descrijJtion
requirement, when persons of ordinary skill in the art
can ascertain what substance is being described by
resort to the public depository where a specimen of
that substance 'is kept. 35 U.S.C.A. § 112.

any particular class of compounds that contained at
least one suitable member, so only means provided
for finding such compound was essentially trial and
error process. 35 US.C.A. § 112.

I§J. Patents <C=99
291k99 Most Cited Cases

ill Patents <C=99
291k99 Most Cited Cases

The enablement requirement demands that a patent
specification enable those skilled in the art to make
and use the full scope of the claimed invention
without undue experimentation. 35 US.c.A. § 112.

Il!l Patents <C=314(S)
29Ik314(5) Most Cited Cases

Whether a patent complies with the enablement
requirement is a question of law, although the
ultimate legal conclusion of enablement rests on
factual underpinnings. 35 US.C.A. § 112.

I2.l Patents <C=99
291k99 Most Cited Cases

Enablement is determined as of the effective filing
date of the patent. 35 U.S.C.A. § 112.

ill!l Patents <C=312(1.2)
29Ik312(1.2) Most Cited Cases

As with the written description requirement. the
burden of showing invalidity due to nonenablcment is
on the party asserting the defense. 35'U.S.CA. §
112.

[!1l Patents <C=99
291k99 Most Cited Cases

Patent relating to method of pain treatment, by
targeting cyclooxygenase activity over prostaglandin
H synthase. did not satisfy enablement requirement;
even though patent described assay for determining
whether given compound possessed certain desired

characteristics, and identified some broad categories
of compounds that might work, those descriptions,
without more precise guidelines, amounted to little
more than direction for further research with no
assurance of success. 35 U.S.C.A. § 112.

Jlll Patents <C=99
291k99 Most Cited Cases

IlT't1rFenablemenFinquil')'Fth""f"elors=thaWna-~= .. .. ..
.considered····in··determining····whether···a···disclosure ••
would require undue experimentation include: (1) the
quantity of experimentation necessary; (2) the
amount of direction or guidance presented; (3) the
presence or absence of working examples; (4) the
nature of the invention; (5) the state of the prior art;
(6) the relative skill of those in the art; (7) the
predictability or unpredictability of the art; and (8)
the breadth of the claims. 35 U.S.C.A. § 112.

IUl Patents <C=99
29lk99 Most Cited Cases

Patent protection is granted in return for an enabling
disclosure of an invention, not for vague intimations
of general ideas that mayor may not be workable;
thus, tossing out the mere germ of an idea does not
constitute enabling disclosure. 35 U.S.CA. § 112.

Jl1l Patents <C=99
29lk99 Most Cited Cases

While the need for some experimentation is by no
means necessarily fatal to the validity of a patent due
to lack of enablement, reasonable detail must be
provided in order to enable members of the public to
understand and carry out the invention. 35 U.S.C.A.
Lill·

Ilil Patents <C=99
291k99 Most Cited Cases

A patent need not disclose that which is already well
known in the art in order to be enabling. 35 U.S.C.A.
Lill·

J.!§l Patents <C=312(6)
29Ik3l2(6) Most Cited Cases

Declarations of experts failed to support patent
holder's assertion that patent relating to new
generation of pain relief medication met cnablement
requirement, since declarations were conclusoryor
failed to support conclusion that patent application

Copr. © 2004 West. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works.
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*219 BACKGROUND

The patent at issue, United States Patent No.
6,048,850 ("the '850 patent") relates to a new
generation of pain relief medication that does not
produce certain undesirable side effects, particularly
stomach irritation, associated with many other pain
relievers such as aspirin, acetaminophen, ibuprofen.
etc. Specifically, the '850 patent claims' a
pharmaceutical "method for selectively inhibiting
PGHS-2 activity in a human host" in which "the
activity ofPGHS-1 is not inhibited." '850 Patent. col.
71, lines 36-37. 43-44. PGHS·[ and PGHS·2 fFNIJ
are two enzymes produced by the human body. They
playa role in the manufacture of hormones known as
prostaglandins.

possession and knowledge of the unique composition
that makes it worthy of patent protection.

DECISION AND ORDER

LARIMER, District Judge.

Michael Wolford, Wolford & LeClair. LLP,
Rochester, NY, Henry J.. Renk, Nicholas M.
Cannella, Robert L. Baechtold, Fitzpatrick, Cella,
Harper, Scinto, New York City, David T. Pritikin,
Richard F. O'Malley. Charles W. Douglas, Sidley
Austin Brown and Wood, Chicago, IL, for G.D.
Searle, Inc., Monsanto Co., Pharmacia Corp.

Paul J. Yesawich, III, Harris Beach LLP, Pittsford,
NY, Gerald Sobel, Richard G. Greco, Kaye, Scholar,
Fierman, Hays & Handler, LLP, New York City,
Sylvia M. Becker, Kaye, Scholar. Fierman, Hays &
Handler, LLP, Washington, DC, for Pfizer, Inc.

Patents ~328(2)
291k328(2) Most Cited Cases

would have enabled one of ordinary skill in art to
practice invention claimed in patent without undue
experimentation. 35 U.S.C.A. un·

The patent at issne here does not do that, What the
reader learns from this patent is a wish-or plan or first
step for obtaining a desired result. What he
appreciates is that the patentee had a goal for

6.048,850. Invalid. achieving a certain end result. The reader can
~ *218 David M. Lascell, Harter, Secrest and Emery, certainly appreciate the goal but establishing goals

tEP;'Rocliester;cN'y;=eorral=&'=lIeckm=Haner, c·- •.ct"e&ll"blbpatentcmake c,xhCJ~de~lslb!JJor~! . ..
....• Secrest' & ·l'mery;··LLp;··Bnfforlo;NY;··Gemld·p;····the.patentee.had...not ..proceeded.. .to .•.do...what.wors.

Dodson, Eric S. Walters, Morrison & Foerster, LLp, necessary to accomplish the desired end. In my view,
Palo Alto, CA, Erica D. Wilson, Win Hwango, such an "invention" is not really one at all. As the
Steven J. Keoninger, Kenneth A. Kuwayti, Cynthia Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit stated in a
L. Lopez, Marc J. Pe,"icl<, Kanika Radhakrishnan, case involving similar issues, an inadequate patent
Jennifer L. Piel, Cathryn M. Sadler, Bryan Ward, description that merely identifies a plan to
Rachel Williams, Emily A. Evans, Erik Jeffrey accomplish an intended result "is an attempt to
Olson, Morrison & Foerster, LLF, Palo Alto, CA, preempt the future before it has arrived." Fiers v.
Harold A. Jurland, Eric J. Wared, Ward, Norris, .Revel, 984 F.2d 1164. 1171 rFed.Cir.1993). Such a
Heller & Reidy, LLP, Rochester. NY. for University patent fails to comply with the requirements of the
of Rochester. federal statutes concerning issuance of patents and,

therefore. must be held invalid.

Patent law often involves subject matter and legal /
principles that can be both complex and arcane. But
there are some basic principles that should be evident
even to the lay person.

FNI. PGHS-I and PGHS·2 are also
sometimes referred to as Cox-I and Cox-Z.
These terms are taken from the chemical
names prostaglandin H synthase and
cyclooxygenase.

An "inventor" or patentee is entitled to a patent to
protect his work but only if he produces or has
possession of something truly new and novel. The
"invention" he claims must be sufficiently concrete
so that it can be described for the world to appreciate
the specific nature of the work that sets it apart from
what was before. The inventor must be able to
describe the item to be patented with such clarity that
the reader is assured that the inventor actually has

Prostaglandins perform various functions;
prostaglandins produced through the activity of
PGHS·I, for example, are beneficial and help protect
the stomach lining. PGHS·2, on the other hand, is
associated with inflammatory stimuli, When those
stimuli are present, production of PGHS-2 increases,
which in turn leads to an increase in the

Copr. © 2004 West. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt, Works.
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meree, it seems to me the artist loses some degree of
control," Hyde said. .

Waters then offered an amendment that would create
an exception to the hill's general exemption from in
fringement if the copyright owner sold or licensed cop
ies that were edited for broadcast television or airline
use. This amendment was shortly rejected hy voice
vote.

Finally, Berman offered what he called the "anti
profanity,' anti-sex, and anti-violence amendment,"
which would limit the right to use skipping technology
only for the purpose of shielding the viewer from such
scenes.

Such a restriction, Berman said,would ensure that
the bill "not provide a license to those commercial com
panies who make filters of a more unsavory nature,"
such as altering political messages or making movies
more violent or more sexual.

Rep. Spencer T. Bachus III (R-A1a.) denouncedBer
man's amendments as "micromanaging parents'; and
evidence that Berman did not trust citizens to make de
cisions for themselves.

This amendment was also rejected hy voice vote. The
subcommittee then accepted by voice vote Smith's sub
stitute bill. The bill was reported favorably out of sub
committee on a vote of 11 to 5.

Bv ANANDASHANKAR MAZUMDAR

Patents/Invalidity

Federal Circuit Refuses to Rehear Case
On Written Description Recluirement

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit on
a vote of seven to five July 2 denied a petition to re
consider en bane a February panel decision that a

university's patent on an arthritis treatment was invalid
for failure to meet the Patent Act's written description
requirement (University of Rochester v. G.D. Searle &
Co., Fed. Cir., No. 03-1304, 7/2/04).

The controversy over the panel's ruling that the
Patent Act's written description requirement is separate
from the statute's enablement requirement generated
three dissenting opinions and two concurring opinions.

Panel Affirms Invalidity Ruling. The University of Roch
ester owns a method patent (6,048,850) for selectively
inhibiting the activity of the COX-2 enzyme, while not
adversely affecting the activity of the COX-I enzyme.

The university sued G.D. Searle & Co., Pfizer Inc.,
and other drug manufacturers, alleging that their saic
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dards will be appropriate. According to Judge Dyk,
however, "this is neither the right time, nor the right
case, in which to consider those difficult questions."

Gerald P. Dodson of Morrison & Foerster, Palo Alto,
Calif., represented the University of Rochester. Gerald
Sobel of Kay Scholer, New York, represented G.D.
Searle & Co.

~ Full text at http://pub.bna.com/ptc;/031304.htm

L
egislation (S. 2002 and H.R. 2494) should be en
acted to repeal a law forbidding U.S. recognition of
trademarks that are linked to businesses that were

confiscated from their rightful owners by the Cuban
government, a trademark expert and a global trade ad
vocate told the Senate Judiciary Committee July 13.
However, a former commissioner of the Patent and
Trademark Office joined property rights defenders and
several Florida lawmakers in calling for legislation (S.
2373 and H.R. 4225) that would "fix" a problem identi
fied in the law by the World Trade Organization, while
leaving intact its policy against enforcing confiscated
marks without the permission of the original owners.

Rum Row Roils Relations. At issue during the hearing
was Section 211 of the 1999 Omnibus Consolidated and
Emergency Suppiemental Appropriations Act (Pub. L.
No. 105-277; 56 PTCJ 760, 10/22/98). That provision es
sentially prohibits U.S. courts from granting protection
to or enforcing a trademark that is the same or substan
tially similar to a trademark used in connection with a
confiscated business or assets, unless the original
owner or "bona fide successor-in-interest" expressly
agrees to the trademark's use, The legislation was spe
cifically designed to protect trademarks belonging to
businesses confiscated by the Cuban government after
the 1959 Communist revolution.

Section 211 was tacked on to the budget bill after lob
bying by rum-maker Bacardi Co., which bought the
rights from the exiled Arechabala family to use the
trademark "Havana Club" for its rum on the U.S. mar
ket. The Arechabala family owned the distillery produc
ing Havana Club, but the distillery was seized by the
Cuban government in 1960.

Meanwhile, the French spirits group Pernod Ricard
challenged Bacardi's claim to the Havana Club mark on
the ground that the Arechabala family abandoned the
mark by failing to renew its registration in 1973. Pernod
claimed that the mark was registered with the PTO in
1976 and later transferred to Havana Club Holding S.A.,
a joint venture that Pernod set up with Cuba in 1993.

In February 2000, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit upheld Bacardi's right to use the name.
Havana Club Holding S.A. V. Galleon S.A., 203 F.3d
116, 53 USPQ2d 1609 (2d Cir. 2000) (59 PTCJ 546,
2/11100). The court agreed with a 1999 lower court rul
ing that Havana Club Holding had no right to use the
mark in the United States. 62 F. Supp. 1085,50 USPQ2d
1889 (S.D.N.Y. 1999) (57 PTCJ 544, 4/29/99). Both
courts reasoned that Pernod's efforts to protect the Ha-
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ment, rather than in its «traditional role" as a doctrine
to prevent applicants from adding new inventions to an
older disclosures, citing Regents of the University of
California v. Ell Lilly & co., 119 F.3d 1559, 43 USPQ2d
1398 (Fed. Cir. 1997) (63 PTCJ 483, 4/5/02).

Judge Rader went on to trace "the confusion engen
dered by this new doctrine," pointing in particular to
"firestorm" created by the Federal Circuit's "flip-flop"
in Enzo Blochem. Inc. v. Gen Probe Inc., 323 F.3d 956,
63 USPQ2d 1609 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (64 PTCJ 276,
7/19/02), where the court vacated its original decision
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In Judge Rader's view, the Eli Lilly doctrine "has no
basis in the written description language of the original
Patent Act," nor has the statute "changed in any way
that justifies 'discovery' of a vast new validity doctrine
over two hundred years after the 1793 Act." By impos
ing a "new free-standing validity requirement," Judge
Rader charged, Eli Lilly subjects many patents in the
field of biotechnology to serious and unavoidable valid
ity challenges simply because the patent drafter may
not have included lengthy nucleotide. sequences that
are often routinely available to those of ordinary skill in
the art.

Because the panel decision does not resolve any of
the confusion or provide a sound legal basis for the Eli
Lilly doctrine, Judge Rader summed up, the court
should have reviewed this case en banco

In an additional dissenting opinion, Judge Linn,
joined by Judges Rader and Gajarsa, similarly urged en
banc review to overturn precedent establishing sepa
rate written description and enablement requirements.
"There is simply no reason to interpret section 112 to
require applicants to set forth the metes and bounds of
the claimed invention in two separate places in the ap-
plication," he wrote. "That is the function of the
claims." While he agreed with Judge Rader that the
"burden of Lilly and Enzo" has fallen on the biotech in
dustry disproportionately, Judge Linn also asserted that
"the new-found written description requirement will af
fect all fields of emerging technology."

Judges Lourie and Dyk filed concurring opinions, en
dorsing the majority's refusal to hear the case en banco
In Judge Lourie's view, there has always been a sepa
rate written description requirement in the patent law;
and that requirement "poses no conflict with the role of
the claims." The specification teaches an invention. and
the claims define the right to exclude, Judge Lourie
said.

He discounted the fact that the written description
has only been relied upon in recent years as a ground
of invalidity. Nor did he agree that the Federal Circuit's
decisions, particularly Eli Lilly, have created a "height
ened" written description requirement for biotechnol
ogy inventions. "Our precedent is clear and consistent
and necessitates no revision of written description law,"
he concluded.

For his part, Judge Dyk stressed that his vote to deny
en bane review "should riot be taken as an endorsement
of our existing written description jurisprudence." He
conceded that there may come a time when en bane
consideration of the proper written description stan-
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